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Abstract
This thesis presents a branching fraction analysis of the neutral B meson decay channel
B -+ ¢K2 where the K2 decays to 1r0 1r0 . The decay is dominated by gluonic penguin
transitions, which have been very important for the main program of BABAR: the search
for physics beyond the Standard Model. The decay channel has been established and is
included in the GP analysis, which is sensitive to new physics. The data set consists of
2 2 7 million BB pairs recorded by the BABAR detector at the Stanford Linear Acceler
ator Center. Sophisticated analysis techniques have been applied primarily to suppress
background from e+ e- -+ quark/anti-quark reactions. The analysis of such rare decay
channels with BABAR relies on the availability of a large set of computer simulated data.
For that purpose a computer cluster has been built at the University of Tennessee as
part of the distributed computing support work for BABAR. The design and performance
of the cluster is a main subject of this thesis work.
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Chapter 1

Physics Motivation
1.1

The Standard Model of Particle Physics

The Standard Model of particle physics (SM) is currently the most accepted model
of fundamental particles and forces. It describes elementary particle reactions up to
energies achieved by present-day accelerators to a very high precision [ 2] . It has been
developed between 1970 and 197 3 [ 3] and the formulation of its mathematical foundation
was rewarded with a Noble prize in 1999 [ 4]. The basic ingredients for this quantum field
theory are 1 2 flavors of fermions, 3 quark generations with fractional electrical charges
( + 2/ 3, - 1/ 3), and 3 lepton generations with integer charges (- 1, 0):
quarks: (: )

G) G)

leptons: ( ) ( )
::
�:

(:J

( 1 . 1)

The forces between the fermions are modeled by coupling them to bosons, which mediate
the forces. The Standard Model is primarily the theory of electroweak interactions, which
describes the reactions invoking weak and electromagnetic forces, and combines it with
the theory of hadronic interactions (quantum chromodynamics). The bosons in the SM
are:
• Photons, which mediate the electromagnetic interaction,

• w+ , w- , and Z bosons, which mediate the weak nuclear force,
• Eight species of gluons, which mediate the strong nuclear force,
• The Higgs bosons, which induce spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry
and are responsible for the existence of inertial mass.
The Standard Model is not a complete theory of fundamental physics because it has
two important defects:

1

.1 The model contains 19 free parameters, such as particle masses, which must be de
termined experimentally (plus another 10 for neutrino masses ). These parameters
cannot be independently calculated.
2. The model does not describe gravitational interaction.
Since the completion of the Standard Model, many theories have been developed to
address these problems [ ,5 6].
It has been recognized that the SM contains the ingredients to model the evolution
of the Universe [7]. This work addresses one important aspect : In the SM, matter and
anti-matter are related by the so-called CPT symmetry. This suggests that there should
be equal amounts of matter and anti-matter after the Big Bang. While the dominance of
matter in today 's Universe can be explained by assuming that the Universe just started
out this way, this strikes most physicists as inelegant .

1.1.1

Fundamental Symmetries i n the Standard Model

In general, a symmetry of a physical system is characterized by a transformation that
does not change the system or its appearance. The identification of fundamental symme
tries in the Lagrangian of a theory allows a higher level of abstraction in its formulation.
There is a one-to-one relation between an inherent symmetry of a system and a related
conservation law [ 8] . There are fundamental requirements such as Lorentz invariance to
a quantum field theory. We address some fundamental discrete symmetries of immediate
relevance for this work below.
Parity

The parity P transformation is the reversal of the signs of all three spacial coordinates:
P(x, y, z) = (-x, -y, -z) . This operation also reverses the sign of the particle 's momen
tum while leaving its angular momentum (and spin ) unchanged. Electromagnetic and
strong interactions are invariant under parity transformation, but the weak interaction
is not. Parity violation was first observed in /3 decays of Cobalt 6 0 by C.S. Wu [ 9] by
measuring a bias in emission direction of electrons from a uniformly oriented Cobalt 6 0
sample.

2

Charge Conjugation

Charge conjugation C is the transformation of a particle Q into its anti-particle Q:
CQ = Q. This transformation leaves the particle's mass ,energy ,momentum ,and spin
unchanged. Electromagnetism ,gravity and the strong interaction obey C-symmetry ,
but weak interactions violate C-symmetry maximally. A simple example is charge
conjugation transformation of the left handed neutrino into the left-handed anti-neutrino ,
which has never been observed [ 10].This indicates that any process involving neutrinos
is not charge-conjugation symmetric.
Time Reversal

The time reversal T reverses the time-component: T t = -t. As a consequence ,it
reverses the momentum and spin of a particle.
Combined Transformations

The electromagnetic and strong force is invariant under C, P, and T, separately.How
ever ,the weak force violates C and P individually. Weak interactions were thought to
conserve the combined symmetry CP until 196 4 when CP violation . was discovered in
neutral kaon decays [ 11, 12 ).The Standard Model allows for CP violation ,as will be
described below.

The CPT symmetry is a fundamental symmetry of physical laws under transfor
mations that involve the inversions of charge ,parity and time simultaneously. Any

Lorentz invariant local quantum field theory with a Hermitian Lagrangian must have
CPT symmetry.This is the CPT theorem, which was explicitly proven in 195 4 by Ger
hard Liiders [ 13] ,Wolfgang Pauli [ 14 ) and
,
John Stewart Bell [ 15] and later by Res
Jost [ 16] in a more general way. Because of the CPT-symmetry ,a violation of the
GP-symmetry is equivalent to a violation of the T-symmetry.

1.1.2

GP Violation and Matter-Anti-matter Asymmetry

The decay of a particle Q into the final state f is transformed by the CP operation
into the decay of the corresponding anti-particle Q into the final state / ,and with the
corresponding changes in the kinematics:

CP( Q � !) = Q � f .

(1 .2)

CP symmetry implies that the decay rates for particle and anti-particle are identical.
On the other hand ,CP violation will cause a difference in the rates and hence is a
3

natural ingredient· in the explanation of the matter anti-matter asymmetry in the Uni
verse, assuming it started out symmetric. Shortly after the discovery of CP violation
A. Sakharov [ 17] formulated three conditions that allow a link between the microscopic
physics of the SM with cosmological models describing baryon 1 generation:
1. Violation of the quark number, i.e., the sum of all quarks (anti-quarks) before a
reaction is not the same after the reaction; this condition is also known as baryon
number violation.
2. C and CP symmetry violation causing different production rates for quarks over
anti-quarks (baryons over anti-baryons)
3. The baryon-number violating processes must be out of equilibrium. At some point
in time the baryon asymmetric phase was frozen in time.
There is no current experimental evidence of particle interactions that violate the quark
number. The CP violation in the SM has been measured by BABAR in the neutral B
meson system with very high precision [ 18]. However, the allowed and measured CP
violation in the SM appears far too small for all cosmological models constructed so
far [ 19]. Those facts suggest the existence of physics beyond the SM.

1.2

GP Violation i n the Standard Model

The parameterization of CP violation and the number of quark flavors are tightly cou
pled [ 20] , as will be explained below.
1.2.1

Quark Mixing

In weak interaction, quarks can transition from one flavor to another due to the exchange
or emission of w ± bosons. These quark states are mixed states of the mass eigenstates
of the flavor-preserving strong interaction. Historically, when only two generations of
quarks were known, the quark mass eigenstates (d and s) translated into electroweak
eigenstates (d' and s') according to a 2 x 2 rotation or "mixing" matrix:

(

cos 0c sin 0c
d
d'
( s' ) - - sin 0c cos 0c ) ( s ) ·

(1 .3)

All weak decays involving u, d, s and c quarks were found to be consistent with a unique

value of the mixing angle 0c known as the Cabibbo angle [21].
1

Baryons are particles composed of 3 quarks, including protons and neutrons.

4

In general, the rate for a transition from an initial state i to a final state f is propor
tional to the transition amplitude M Ii squared. For weak interactions this transition
(decay) amplitude has the form:
1
g Jt
2
w - q vlo2 µ '

- JL
Jµ M 2
M Ji. . lo
v 2

( 1. 4)

with Jµ the weak charged current, Mw and q the mass and momentum carried by
the vector boson w + or w- mediating the interaction, and g the dimensionless weak
coupling constant. The factor 1/ v'2 is inserted for the conventional form of g. The weak
charged currents expressed in matrix form are:
J = (u , c) (

co� Be sin Be
d
)
(
- sm Be cos Be
s) '

( 1. 5)

omitting the space-time structure operator.
This mixing matrix was extended by Kobayashi and Maskawa [ 20] to three genera
tions of quarks in what is commonly known as the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
quark mixing matrix V CKM . The weak charged currents become:
Vud Vus Vub
J = ( u, c, l) ( Vcd Vcs Vcb )
vtd vts vtb

(d)
s
b

.

( 1.6)

The currents can be represented by the diagram shown in Figure 1. 1. The CKM matrix
is unitary (vvt = l ; vt is the conjugate complex transposed matrix), accounting for
the quark number conservation, and a standard parameterization [ 2 2] with three Euler
angles and one non-trivial phase 8 is:
S 13e- i8
S 23C 1 3

)

( 1.7)

C23 C1 3

. with CiJ = cos Bij and Sij = sin Bij · It is known experimentally [ 2 3] that s 1 3 < < s 23 < <
s 12 < < 1. The phase 8 introduces the possibility of a T or GP violating amplitude,
since under time reversal T e i8 = e- ic5. In general, for n generations of quarks ( 2n
quark flavors) because of the unitarity of V, phase conventions and one unobservable
common phase, the number of real parameters in V is (n - l)2 , of which n ( n - l)/ 2 are
mixing angles and the remaining (n - l)(n - 2)/ 2 are complex phases which cause GP
violation [ 2 4].
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d,s,b

.... ..... .. w+
u ,c't
Figure 1 . 1 : Weak charged-current couplings with 3 quark generations

1.2.2

The Unitarity Triangle

The unitarity of the CKM matrix imposes six relations among its columns or rows. The
equation relevant for the study of GP violation in the nd meson system is
( 1 . 8)
where the star indicates the complex conjugate element. The expression requires the
sum of the three complex numbers to vanish and can be represented as a triangle in
the complex plane. The area of the triangles for all six sums is the same and is directly
proportional to the amount of GP violation (24] . By dividing each side by the best known
Vc7Ycd the vertices are exactly at (0, 0) , ( 1 , 0), and (p, ij) (p + iij = - ( Vud v:b )/(Vcd ½:7,)) .
The triangle is displayed in Figure 1 .2.
The three angles of the unitarity triangle are denoted by a, /3, '"'( ( or ¢1 , ¢2 , ¢3) [25]
and are given by:

_ [

vtd¼b
a = arg [ - V.
*],
ud V

dv:
= arg [- VVcd½:
* ] = 1r - a - /3 .
ub

'Y

VcdVcb

/3 = arg - v 1 T* ] ,
Vtd v tb

u

b

and
( 1 .9 )

b

These are physical quantities and can be measured by GP asymmetries in various n
meson decays, e.g. , a in n ° -+ 1r + 1r- , {3 in n ° -+ J/'lj;K0 , and 'Y in n ° -+ DK. The sides
of the triangle are measurable from semi-leptonic branching fractions. By performing
redundant measurements on the sides and angles one probes for violation of the conse
quences of unitarity that would imply the presence of other particles not included in the
SM theory.
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(p,ti )

(0,0)

(1 ,0)

Figure 1 .2: The Unitarity Triangle where all sides have been divided by Vcb Vcd
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u,d

/· · · · · · ·\---w+

___u_
, d__K

K

Figure 1.3: Tree diagram (left ) and penguin diagram (right ) for the neutral,
E 0 (bd ), and charged ,E + (bu ), meson decay

1.3

Types of GP Violation

The possible manifestations of GP violation can be described in a model independent
way :
• GP violating in decays (direct GP violation ),
• GP violation in mixing (indirect GP violation ),
• GP violation in the interference between mixing and decay.
All types can be accessed with Ed meson decays. In general, at least two contribut
ing transition amplitudes are required to project out the relative (weak ) phase in rate
measurements.The transition rate is proportional to the total amplitude squared,
R ex IA l 2

A=

with

Lj aj ei<l>i

,

(.
1 10 )

which is the sum over contributing amplitudes, with aj being their magnitudes, <Pi their
relative phases, and one unobservable overall phase. For one contribution only, j = ,1
the rate is just R ex l a1 1 2 .

1.3.1

Penguin and Tree Amplitudes i n B Decays

In the Standard Model, the relevant amplitudes for Ed decays are described by either the
direct emission of a W boson (so-called tree decay ) or a quark-W-boson loop (so-called
penguin decay ) as displayed in Figure .
13.The other quark in the E d meson (u or d) is
assumed to be a spectator of the decay.
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If a gluon is emitted from the loop in the penguin diagram, it is called gluonic penguin.
While in an electroweak penguin, either a virtual photon or a z o boson is emitted. In

radiative penguins (b ---+ s,) the emitted photon is real and detectable. In the gluonic
penguin, the gluon turns into a quark-anti-quark pair. In Figure 1.3 (right) , the quarks
in the final state arrange themselves to constitute a ¢,( 1 0 2 0) meson (mostly ss) and a
charged or neutral kaon (us or ds) . This is the final state studied in this thesis.
Loop decays in general are strongly suppressed, but they play a significant role for
b-quarks because the tree decays are also suppressed, which explains the relatively long
lifetime of the n mesons of about 1. 5 ps. Hence, tree and penguin amplitudes are of
comparable strength in many decays, e.g., n ° ---+ 1r + 1r - . Since the penguin amplitudes
are typically governed by different couplings, they often spoil the simple relationship
between the fundamental phase of the SM and measurable GP asymmetries (penguin
pollution). Therefore, a better understanding of the strength and nature of penguin
decays is needed for clean interpretations of many GP measurements at BABAR and
future experiments. The decay n ° ---+ J/'lj)K 0 , though, is dominated by tree decays,
and the next order penguin decay couplings have the same weak phase. In a variety of
decays, such as n ° ---+ ¢,K0 , the tree contributions are strongly suppressed (proceeding
almost exclusively through the penguin amplitude). In the SM, the GP asymmetries in
the two channels J/'lj)K 0 and ¢,K 0 are sensitive to the same weak angle (3.
Penguin dominated decays are of particular interest because they can signal the
presence of new physics in an undisturbed way. New constituent particles and mediator
particles beyond the SM can add to the virtual loop. If these new particle generations
involve new mixing phases, they can change the angles of the unitarity triangle and cause
differences in GP measurements with respect to SM expectations. Figure 1. 4 shows a
hypothetical penguin diagram that assumes the existence of supersymmetric particles.
Penguin amplitudes were first considered for n meson decays by J. Ellis et al. [ 2 6) .
The name "penguin" originates from a game of darts in a pub in Geneva, Switzerland
. involving theorists John Ellis and others with the challenge that the loser of the game
had to use the word penguin in his or her next paper [ 72 ].

1 . 3.2

Mixing Amplitudes in B Decays

From the BABAR Physics Book [ 28 ] : the four pairs of conjugate neutral mesons that
decay weakly, K 0 , D 0 , n�, and n�, can each mix with their respective anti-particle via
a pair of box diagrams shown in Figure 1. 5. The ability to mix implies that the flavor
eigenstates are not equivalent to the mass eigenstates. The light (L) and heavy (H) n
9
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Figure 1 .4: Penguin diagram involving non-SM quarks and mediator particles
as predicted by supersymmetric theories
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Figure 1 .5: Two mixing ( or "box" ) diagrams where the quarks iii and q2 can
have either d, s or b flavor
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mass eigenstates
I BL , H) = P I B 0 ) ± q i.a° ) , wh ere

I Pl 2 + l q l 2 = 1 ,

( 1. 11)

have a mass difference �m = mH - mL > 0 ,and a total decay width difference �r =
rL - r + H. As a consequence ,an initially pure IB 0 ) state will evolve in time as a
superposition of the mass eigenstates. The evolution of a pure IB 0 ) or I .B0 ) state at the
time t = 0 is given by:
IB O (t))

9+ (t) I B0 )

+ 19_ (t) I B0 )

IE°( t ))

9+ (t) I B )

+ � 9- (t) IB0 ) ,

0

p

( 1. 12)

q

where 9+ and 9- are the amplitudes for the unchanged and changed flavor states ,re
spectively ,and r = (r H + rL)/ 2 . The �m has been measured by BAB.AR [ 2 9] to be 13
orders of magnitude smaller than the mass of the neutral B meson of m = 5 . 2 9GeV/ c 2 •
Furthermore ,for the B meson ,� m > > �r, and the corresponding time-dependent
probabilities are
e-rt
( 1. 13)
l 9± (t) l 2 = ± -- cos(� m t) .

2

Mixing in the neutral B meson system is an essential ingredient for the measurement of
theoretically clean time-dependent GP asymmetries (as explained below) .

1.3.3

GP Violation in Decay

Direct GP violation is observed as a difference in the decay rate between a particle and
and its GP conjugate. The general form of the decay amplitude for B mesons in Eq. 1. 10
consists of three components: the magnitude aj ,a weak phase <Pi ,and a strong phase 8j .
The GP violating weak phase may arise from the SM CKM matrix or from new physics ,
while the GP conserving strong phase may arise from interactions between the hadronic
particles in the final state:

A=

L aje </>j e j ;
i

j

i8

CP conjugate: A = 17

L a e- </>j e j
j

j

i

i8

,

( 1. 14)

where 17 is relevant if the final state is a GP eigenstate ,and its value is ± 1depending on
the GP eigenvalue. The difference in yields becomes:
I Al 2

-

IAl 2 = - 2 L ajak sin(</Jj - <Pk ) sin(8j - 8k ) .
j,k
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( 1. 15 )

This means that direct GP violation will not cause a difference unless at least two
contributing amplitudes have different weak phases and different strong phases. Precise
predictions of rate differences or asymmetries acp , with
acp =

111 2 -IA l 2
IAl 2

+ IAl 2

'

(.
1 1 6)

are not feasible at present as both the absolute value and the strong interaction phases
of contributing amplitudes are not calculable from Lagrangians. However, numerical
estimates can be done under well-defined model assumptions, and dependence on model
and CKM parameters can be probed experimentally. Direct GP violation is the only
kind that can also occur in the charged B system.
A sizable direct GP asymmetry has been measured by the BABAR collaboration in
the decay B 0 -+ K + 1r - , where the charge of the kaon tags the flavor of the neutral B
meson. From a data sample of 2 72 million Y(4S) -+ BB decays [3 0] , ( 1 6 0 6 ± 5 1) decays
1 1 6 is
of this kind were reconstructed and the rate asymmetry corresponding to Eq. .
acp = -0. 133 ± .
0 03 0(stat) ± 0. 0 0 9(syst) , indicating a faster decay of the anti-particle
fJO.
1 . 3.4

GP Violation in Mixing

If in the description of mixing, Eq. .
1 1 1, q and p have different magnitudes, then the GP
conjugates of the mass eigenstates are different from the mass eigenstates by more than
a trivial phase. Thus, the mass eigenstates are not GP eigenstates, and GP violation is
present. It is purely an effect of mixing and is independent of decay mode.
This type of GP violation has been observed in the neutral kaon system [ 1 1]. The
discovery of GP violation in 1 96 4 was a detection of GP violation purely in mixing.
Effects of GP violation in mixing in the neutral B d decays, such as asymmetries
in B-flavor tagging semileptonic decays, are expected to be small (� 1 0- 3 ) . At the
present level of experimental precision, this GP violation is a negligible effect. Even if
such asymmetries are observed, the dependence on large hadronic uncertainties makes
it difficult to relate them to fundamental CKM parameters [ 3
2 ].
1 .3 . 5

GP Violation in Interference Between Mixing and Decay

In the decays of B 0 -+ f and B0 -+ J, the final states, f and J, that may be reached
from either B 0 or B0 decays (f = f) can exhibit a third type of GP violation resulting
from the interference between the decays of mixed and unmixed neutral B mesons that
both decay to the same final state.
12

For the neutral B system, such CP violation can be observed by comparing decay
rates into final CP eigenstates of a time-evolving neutral B state that begins at time
zero as B 0 to those of the state that begins as a f3 ° :
acp =

r (B0 (t) � !) - r (i3° (t) � !)
.
r (B O (t) � !) + r (B O (t) � !)

( 1. 17)

The asymmetry can be expressed in terms of the CP parameter .X, with
A

e-i<PM A .

( 1. 18)
A
Here <PM refers to the phase due to the B 0 - i3 ° oscillation amplitudes. Within the SM
the phase factor is given by [ 28] :
=

( 1. 19)
and (3 is the angle in the unitarity triangle. The · A and A are the decay amplitudes for
the B0 � f and i3 ° � f decays, respectively, and A = rJJA, with 'f/J = ± 1 the CP
eigenvalue of the final state f. The asymmetry is
_ ( 1 - I .X l 2 ) cos(Llmt) - 2Im(.X) sin(Llmt)
.
acp (t) l + 1 .x 1 2

( 1. 20)

It is non-zero if any of the types of CP violation is present, A =I ± 1. But, even if
IA/Al = 1 and l ei<P I = 1, with I .X I = 1 it is still possible that Tm.X =I 0, which manifests
purely the CP violation in the interference between mixing and decay. The asymmetry
is typically re-written as
acp (t) = 81 sin(Llm t) - Ci cos(Llm t) ,

( 1. 2 1)

and

( 1. 2 2)

with
If amplitudes with only one common CKM phase dominate the decay, the I A I = I .A l
and CJ = 0, i.e., there is no direct CP violation, and 81 = 'f/J Sin( 2¢), where 'f/J is
the CP eigenvalue as before and 2¢ is the phase difference between the B 0 � f and
B 0 � i3 ° � f decay paths. Without a contribution of another amplitude with a
different CKM phase, the asymmetry is independent of strong interaction phases and
therefore can be linked to fundamental CKM parameters with negligible corrections.
In that respect, the b � ccs decays to CP eigenstates such as J/'lj;K 0 are theoretically
cleanest, measuring SJ/1/JKo = - 'f}J sin( 2(3). The b � sss penguin amplitudes dominating
13

the decay within the SM, B 0 � ¢K0 , have, to a high precision, the same weak phase as
the b � ccs tree amplitudes.On the other hand, if there are additional amplitudes due
to new generations of particles entering the penguin loops with different weak phases,
one expects that
( .
12 3 )
and C¢Ko could be non-zero. The expected difference between the two Sf in the SM is
� 4% [ 5] .Hence, the measurement of asymmetries due to GP violation in the interference
between mixing and decay are a clean way to detect the presence of Physics beyond the
SM.

1.4

Decay Rate Measurement

The measurement of rates of charmless B meson decays provides input to models for
the final state interaction. Strong interaction couplings cannot be derived from the
Lagrangian of strong interaction, but the relation of rate measurements to fundamental
CKM parameters depends on the precise knowledge of these couplings in the transition
amplitudes.Several theoretical estimates for the branching fraction (BF ) for B 0 � ¢K 0 ,
based on different assumptions, predict the range ( 0.7- 13 ) x 10- 6 [ 11].
First evidence for the decay B � ¢K has been seen by the CLEO experiment [ 3 1].
They measure in the charged mode:
BF(B - � ¢K - )

=(

5.5 :'} � (stat )

±

0.6(syst ) ) x 10- 6 •

( .
12 4 )

For the neutral B decay mode B 0 � ¢K0 , they report an upper limit:
12.3 x 10- 6

at 90% C.L.

( .
12 5 )

This channel was first observed by BAB.AR [ 3 2] :
BF(B0 � ¢K 0 )

= ( 8. 1:!:J� (stat ) ± 0.8(syst )) x 10-6

( .
12 6 )

with a significance of greater than 5 standard deviations (statistical significance of 6.4a ).
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Chapter 2

The BABAR Experiment
The data used in this analysis was recorded by the BABAR detector, a high energy physics
experiment at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) with the goal of studying
the violation of charge and parity (CP) symmetry in the decays of B mesons. The
experiment is designed and maintained by a collaboration of nearly 600 physicists from
around the world. The idea for such a detector was proposed in 1987 by Piermaria
Oddone (33]. He suggested that an asymmetric e + e- collider operating at the Y( 48)
resonance would be an excellent way to study CP violation in B decays. Eventually,
two such experiments were created: Belle at KEK in Japan [34] and BABAR at SLAC
· in California (35]. BABAR was proposed in 1994, the PEP-II accelerator came online in
1998, and BABAR began taking data in May 1999. At the time of this analysis, BABAR has
recorded over 200 million BB events and has published over 100 papers on CP violation
and other physics topics.

2. 1

PEP-II B Factory

The branching fractions of B decays to CP eigenstates are generally less than 10- 4 and
so a high luminosity is needed in order to produce a sufficient number of decays for study.
In order to calculated the expected rate at which the BABAR detector records e + e- -+
Y( 48) -+ B013° events we need to know three parameters: the PEP-II luminosity, the
cross section of e + e- -+ Y(48) , and the decay rate of Y(48) -+ B 013° . The luminosity, an
expression of the "brightness" of the beam, is given in units of frequency per unit area.
The design luminosity for PEP-II is [, = 3 x 10 33 cm- 2 s- 1 . The e+ e- interaction occurs
at the energy of the Y( 48) = 10.58 GeV. Cross-sections for fermion pairs at the Y( 48)
are given in Table 2.1. We are interested in the cross-section a(e + e-
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-+

bb) = l.05 nb.

Table 2 . 1 : Production cross-section at the Y ( 48) for fermion pairs
e + ebb

--t

cc

ss

uu
dd

Cross-section (nb)
1.05
1.30
0.35
1.39
0.35

Finally, the Y(48) will decay to B 0B0 47% of the time [23]. With these parameters, we
calculate the B 0B0 production rate:
(2. 1 )
The measurement of time-dependent CP asymmetries in the B meson system places
several requirements on the design of the accelerator and detector. A high production
rate can be achieved with electron-positron collisions at the Y( 48) resonance energy,
which result in production of a BB pair nearly 100% of the time. T he Y(48) is only
slightly more massive than a BB pair. When produced at rest each BB has a small
momentum. This, coupled with the small B lifetime (TB = 1 .5ps) , results in a very small
spacial separation of the BB pair upon decay. Production of Y(48) with a boost (non
zero lab-frame momentum) increases the separation of B decay vertices, substantially
improving the precision with which this separation can be measured. T his motivates an
asymmetry in the electron-positron beam energies.
The PEP-II facility at SLAC consists of two storage rings: the high energy ring
(HER) for electrons with energy of 9 GeV and the low energy ring (LER) for positrons
with energy of 3. 1 GeV (shown in Figure 2. 1). T his energy-asymmetry produces a Lorentz
boost to the Y( 48) of /3,

=

0.56. T his boost increases the average B decay length of

80 µm to 250 µm in the laboratory frame: allowing measurement of the separation of
the two B decay vertices with much higher significance. Additionally, the maximum B
transverse momentum is 300 MeV/ c: small enough that measurement of the z component
of the B decay vertex is sufficient for determination of the relative B lifetime. T he high
interaction rate required by the experiment places a premium on maintaining a high
beam current (number of electrons/positrons in the storage rings at any one time) and
tight beam focus (cross-sectional area of the beam) since these factors directly relate to
the B0B0 production rate (Eq. 2 . 1 ).
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Figure .
2 1 : At the SLAC PEP-II accelerator facility, electrons and positrons are
accelerated to high energies in the linear accelerator (not shown) and injected
into two opposing storage rings.
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While PEP-II operates at the Y(4S) resonance most of the time, a limited amount
(� 1 2% ) of data is taken 4 0MeVbelow resonance for study of continuum background
(e + e- -+ uu, dd, ss, cc events ). This analysis uses 2 4 4 fb - 1 of on-resonance data cor

responding to 2 2 7 million BB pairs. Figure 2.2 shows the integrated luminosity both
provided by PEP-II and recorded by BABAR since the experiment began.

2.2

The BABAR Detector

The BABAR detector is located at interaction region number two of PEP-IL The BABAR
coordinate system puts the z-axis in the direction of the high energy beam and the y-axis
directly up.Due to the asymmetric beam energies, the interaction point (IP ) is offset
from the center of the detector by about 0.3 7 m in the positive z direction.The detector
sub-systems are located in a roughly cylindrical configuration around the IP.
A typical BB event contains an average of 11 charged decay particles. Full recon
struction of B meson decays, the typically small branching ratios of these decays, and the
detector ' s other physics goals put many requirements on the performance and features
of the detector [ 3 6].Objectives include:
• Large uniform angular acceptance for charged and neutral particles down to small
polar angles relative to the boost direction (> 3 00 mrad ),
• High reconstruction efficiency for charged particles with momenta as low as
6 0MeV/ c and for photons with energies as low as 2 0MeV,
• Good momentum resolution for charged particle momenta above 6 0MeV/ c ,
• Excellent energy and angular resolution for the detection of photons ,
• V
ery good vertex resolution parallel to the beam direction ,
• Efficient electron and muon identification with low hadron mis-identification,
• Efficient and accurate identification of hadrons (pions, kaons, and protons ) over a
wide range of momenta,
• Radiation hardened detector components (dose near the IP is 1 Mrad over 1 0
years ),
• High bandwidth data acquisition and control systems,
• Detailed monitoring and automated calibration,
18
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Figure 2.2: B Factory integrated luminosity since 1999 (start of physics data
taking) until the end of this analysis showing the luminosity provided by PEP-II
(darkest line), recorded by BABAR (� 96% efficiency ) (middle line), and recorded
at 40 MeV below the Y (48) resonance (lightest line)
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• An online computing system capable of processing and simulating large numbers
of events.
Figure 2.3 shows a three dimensional cutaway diagram of the detector and its ma
jor subsystems. Closest to the beam pipe is the Silicon V
ertex Detector (SVT ).The
SVT employs the ionization of semi-conducting sensors by charged particles to measure
their position and direction close to the IP.Progressing radially outward from the IP is
the Drift Chamber (DCH ).The DCH is used to measure the momentum of a charged
particle as it moves through and ionizes the gas within the DCH.It also contributes
specific ionization (dE /dx ) measurements for particle identification (PID ) purposes as
well as tracking information. The next sub-detector in radial order from the IP uses a
novel technique for particle species identification (PID ) via the Detection of Internally
Reflected Cherenkov Light (DIRC ).The DIRC serves as the principal source for BABAR
PID.The electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC ) detects electromagnetic showers caused
by neutral particles and high energy photons as they travel through a finely segmented
array of Cesium Iodide crystals.Next outward from the beam pipe is the superconduct
ing solenoid which provides the highly uniform .
1 5 T magnetic field within the charged
track detectors.Finally, the Instrumented F lux Return (IF R ) detects muons and neutral
hadrons via resistive plate chambers inserted between the steel plates that make up the
magnetic flux return.

2.2.1

Charged Particle Tracking

The BABAR charged particle tracking system is designed to accurately a�d efficiently
measure the tracks and momenta of charged particles (and their descendants ) originating
from the IP of the detector. Information from two sub-detectors, the SVT and DCH,
are combined in order to parameterize each particle track. The particle momentum
is calculated with information from the track's curvature in the .
1 5 T magnetic field
running parallel to the z-axis of the detector.
Silicon Vertex Tracker

The SVT is a five layer detector composed of double sided silicon strip sensors.Figure 2.4
shows the three innermost layers starting from 3.2 mm from the beam pipe and the two
outer layers at 14 4 mm from the beam pipe and above. The close proximity to the IP
enables the SVT to very accurately measure particle decay vertices (as are required in

B decay-time measurements ) and to reconstruct tracks of low P T particles that would
otherwise escape detection.
20
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•

Figure 2.3: Cutaway diagram of the BAB.AR detector that shows the Silicon
Vertex Tracker ( 1), Drift Chamber ( 2), Cherenkov Detector (3), Electromagnetic
Calorimeter (4), superconducting solenoid providing 1. 5 Tesla magnetic field ( 5),
and Instrumented Flux Return (6)

L.

Figure 2.4: Details of the inner parts of the detector, showing the cross-sectional
view of the silicon vertex tracker (SVT) in a plane containing the beam axis
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The silicon sensors detect the passage of a charged particle via the production of
electron-hole pairs within the semiconductor. A potential difference across the sensor
causes the electrons/holes to drift to contacts on opposite sides of the silicon sensor . The
charges are collected (registered ) by an array of parallel metal strips on either side ,which
are rotated by 90° with respect to each other. This arrangement allows reconstruction of
the hit in both the z and </> directions.

The three inner l ayers are positioned for optimal vertex measurement ,while the outer
two layers are near the DCH in order to facilitate corroboration of tracking information
between the DCH and SVT. The silicon wafers are positioned in an overlapping pattern in

order to maintain high acceptance ,and the outer layers are curved toward the beam pipe
in an effort to maximize the coverage while conserving the amount of silicon used. Due
to the proximity to the beam pipe, the SVT must be particularly resistant to radiation
and is equipped with an array of radiation monitoring photo-diodes connected to a beam
shutdown circuit.
The SVT has a minimum resolution of 2 0µm in ¢ and 4 0µm in z for tracks traversing
the sensor at a 90° angle.
Drift Chamber Tracking

The DCH measures the track coordinates, momenta, and specific ionization of charged
particles. It consists of a 2 . 8 m long cylindrical chamber surrounding the SVT (between
a radius of 2 3 . 6 cm and 8 0. 9cm ) within the 1. 5 T magnetic field of the detector. It
provides an average of 4 0 tracking hits per charged track for particles having transverse
momentum greater than lOO MeV/ c.
The DCH reconstructs particle tracks by detecting the secondary charges liberated
as the charged particle traverses the DCH gas medium ( 8 0% helium, 2 0% isobutane ).
The ionization creates electrons and ions within the gas, which drift in an electric field
shaped by field wires strung along the z-axis of the detector. The electrons accelerate in
the electric field created by the high-voltage wires (� 193 0 V) . They gain enough energy
to create further ionization along their path . This generates an avalanche of charged
particles, which can then be detected by the grounded, or "sense," wires. Average gain
due to this avalanche effect is about 5 x 104 •
The DCH uses 7, 104 sensing wires each surrounded by 6 high voltage wires (forming
one drift cell ). The DCH consists of 4 0 layers of cells in 10 groups (Figure 2. 5 ). Some
groups of cells are strung purely in the z direction while others are given small (alternat
ing ) positive or negative stereo angles in order to facilitate measurement of the track 's
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Figure 2.5: Side view of the BAB.AR drift chamber (DCH) with units in mm
z-axis component. Positional resolution achieved by the DCH is better than 130 µm in
the transverse plane and 1 mm in the z direction. Combined SVT and DCH momentum
resolution is Clpr /PT = 0.13% · PT + 0.47% with transverse momentum PT measured in
GeV/c.

2.2.2

Particle Identification

Particle identification (PID) is primarily achieved via Cherenkov angle measurement
with a detector known as the DIRC. However, PID is also possible for particle momenta
below 700 MeV/ c by using specific energy loss (dE/ dx) measurements from the tracking
systems (at a resolution of about 7%).
Cherenkov Light Detector

The study of GP violation requires the ability to tag the flavor of one of the B mesons
while fully reconstructing the second B decay. The momenta of the kaons used for
· flavor tagging extend up to about 3 GeV/ c, with most of them below 2 GeV/ c. Also
required is efficient separation of pions and kaons from rare decays such as B 0 -+ 1r + 1r-,
Bo -+ K+1r-, and B 0 -+ K+ K- with highest momentum of 4.3 GeV/ c. The PID system
needs to be thin in order to minimize secondary interactions in front of the calorimeter
and should have fast signal response with the ability to handle high background rates.
The DIRC PID system for BAB.AR is a new kind of ring-imaging Cherenkov detector.
The DIRC is based on the principle that the original Cherenkov angle is maintained
by total internal reflection from a flat surface. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of the
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Figure 2.6: This schematic view of one DIRC quartz bar shows how the
Cherenkov light cone is reflected within the quartz bar and guided to the readout
PMTs within the water-filled standoff box.
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DIRC that illustrates the principles of light production, transport, and imaging. The
radiator material of the DIRC is synthetic fused silica in the form of long thin bars
(surrounded by nitrogen ) with rectangular cross section of 3. 5 x 1. 7 cm 2 • The bars serve
both as radiators and as light guides for the Cherenkov light. For high velocity particles
traversing the DIRC , Cherenkov light is emitted under a characteristic angle 0 c with
respect to the particle trajectory according to the relation cos B e = l/nf3. Here, 0c is
the Cherenkov angle, the velocity {3 = v/c (c = the speed of light in the medium ), and
n = 1.4 7 3 is the mean index of re fraction for silica. The particle's mass (and thus particle

species ) can be determined from the measurement of the Cherenkov opening angle (0 c )
and momentum information from the tracking system. Figure 2.7 shows the correlation
between Cherenkov angle and the laboratory momentum of the decayed particle.
For particles with {3 � l, some photons will always lie within the total internal
reflection limit and be transfered to either end of the bar . A mirror is placed at the
forward end of the bar in order to reflect photons back toward the rear, instrumented,
end of the DIRC. This rear side of each silica bar is connected to a water-filled expansion
region: the stand off box (SOB ). The index of re fraction of the water, n = 1. 3 3 , prevents
total internal reflection at the quartz-water interface and allows the photons to enter
the water volume. Each 1 2 bars are placed in an aluminum box, and 1 2 bar boxes are
placed around the DCH at a minimum radius of 80 cm.The photons are detected by an
array of � 11,000 photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs ) arranged along the internal face of the
toroidal stand off box . A silica wedge at the end of each bar reflects the photons at large
angles relative to the bar axis, into the center region of the SOB, thus reducing the size
of the required detection surface.
The DIRC occupies 80 mm of radial space in the central detector volume with a total

of about 1 7 % radiation length thickness at normal incidence. The distance from the end
of the bar to the PMTs is � 1.1 7 m. This, together with the cross-sectional size of the bars
and the PMTs, contributes to the single photon Cherenkov angle resolution of � 7 mrad.
The uncertainty due to the unresolved wavelength dependence of the re fractive index is
� 6 mrad.The overall single photon resolution is estimated to be about 10 mrad.
The average resolution of the Cherenkov angle measurement is 2 . 5 mrad.The DIRC
kaon/pion separation per track is about 4cr at a particle momentum of 3 GeV/ c. Beam
background photon suppression is achieved with precise measurements of the photon
arrival time (1.5 nsec resolution per track ).The highest background hit rate per PMT is
200 kHz. The error on this value is dominated by the number of photons counted (average
of 2 8 for a normally incident {3 = l particle ) and the track direction uncertainty.
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Figure 2.7: T he measured Cherenkov angle of tracks from an inclusive sample
of multi-hadron events plotted against the momentum of the tracks with gray
lines indicating the predicted values of 0c for different particle species.
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DCH d.E/dx Measurement
For lower momentum particles of insufficient speed to be detected by the DIRC, PID is
still possible via measurement of the specific energy loss (dE/ dx) as the particle traverses
the tracking sy stem. The total energy loss in the DCH is calculated from the total charge
d_eposited on_ the sense wires during the particle's trip across the drift chamber cells. The
correlation with the particle momentum [37] permits determination of the particle species
for low momentum tracks (see Figure 2 .8) .

2 .2 .3

Electromagnetic Calorimetry

Of particular importance for this analysis is the measurement of the energy and location

of the four photons from the neutral kaon decay ( K2 -+ 1r 0 1r 0 , 1r 0 -+ ,, ) with the
Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMC): consisting of 6580 thallium doped cesium iodide
(Csl(Tl)) crystals.

Photon Detection
When a high energy photon (required energy greater than _ 20 MeV) enters one of the
Csl(Tl) crystals, it can interact in the strong electric field of one of the atoms and
create an electron-positron pair. Both of these particles can then emit photons via
bremsstrahlung as they accelerate in the electric field of atoms in the material. With
photon energies high enough, the process continues as the newly created high energy
photons themselves initiate pair production. Thus, the number of particles in the direc
tion of the primary photon (sharing the initial photon's energy ) increases in a process
known as an electromagnetic shower. Eventually, the shower begins to decline as the
average energy of the produced particles falls below a threshold Ee and other processes
become dominant (Table 2.2) . The longitudinal shower length is proportional to the
energy of the initial photon . The crystal length is chosen to contain the shower of a
2 GeV photon. The lateral spread of the particles in the shower is affected by Coulomb
scattering and increases with the shower depth. The lateral size is measured in terms of
the Moliere radius (Rm ) , By definition, 95% of the shower energy is contained within
one Rm. The Rm should be kept small since it limits the angular resolution of the EMC.
Basic interaction processes of lower energetic photons in material are listed in Ta
ble 2.2 together with their dependence on the energy of the primary photon. In all three
processes, the secondary charged products that carry the energy information are elec
trons and positrons. In Csl crystals, these charged particles transfer kinetic energy to
the lattice by exciting electrons to higher energy levels and creating electron-hole pairs.
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Figure 2.8: dE / dx information from the drift chamber plotted as a function of
particle momentum shows clear differentiation between particle species.

Table 2.2: Interaction processes of photons with material in different regimes of
the photon energy E
Process
Photo-effect
Compton scattering
Pair production

Photon energy domain

E < O.l MeV
0.l < E < 3 MeV
E > 3 MeV
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Excited Cs and I atoms emit the energy in form of electromagnetic radiation in the UV
region. The recombination of electron-hole pairs may lead to emission of light when this
excites atoms of the lattice. This UVlight is easily reabsorbed and is difficult to detect.
Electron-hole bound states (excitons ) moving through the lattice also can transfer their
binding energy to activator centers (impurities like the thallium atoms ) which subse
quently de-excite. These activator centers have more closely spaced energy levels and
emit light in the visible region. The number of scintillation photons depends on the type
of ionizing particle, here only electrons, and the conversion is nearly linear over a wide
energy range. In thallium doped Csl crystals, about 2 0 eVare required to produce one
scintillation photon.
EMC Geometry

The EMC crystals are arranged in two configurations within the detector (see Figure 2. 9).
The spacial distribution of crystals is sufficient fo r about 90% acceptance o f photons
emitted in the center of mass frame. The majority of crystals in the EMC are placed
at roughly constant radial distance (about 92 cm inner radius ) in a barrel configuration
with crystal faces pointing toward the IP. The remaining crystals are placed in a forward
direction end cap to account for Lorentz-boosted particle trajectories. Each crystal has
a front face of about 4 7 x 4 7mm 2 (approximately equivalent to one Moliere radius in
Csl ), a rear face of about 6 0 x 6 0mm 2 , and an average length of 3 0cm. The scintillation
light · is detected with a pair of silicon photo-diodes attached to the rear surface of each
crystal . These photo-diodes are optimized for sensitivity at the average wavelength of
the scintillation light and have a detection efficiency of 8 5 % . An average of 7 , 3 00 photons
are detected per MeVof primary photon energy.
The energy measurement is dependent on an absolute calibration. This is achieved
with a liquid radioactive photon source circulated in front of the crystals and by kinematic
. modeling. The energy resolution for photons at a 90° polar angle is

aE =
E

1%

4 JE( GeV)

EB 1 .2% .

(2 . 2)

The constant term arises from front and rear energy leakage, mis-calibration, and light
collection non-uniformity. The angular resolution ranges between 12 mrad at low energies
to 3 mrad at high energies.
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with units in mm
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Table 2. 3: Overview of the angular coverage (in the BAB.AR center-of-mass frame )
for each detector sub-system
Sub-detector
SVT

Solid angle coverage
in cm frame (/ 41r )
0.90

OCH

0. 92

DIRC

0. 8 7

EMC

0. 90
(0. 92

IF R

2. 2.4

@

100MeV)

0. 94

Instrumented Flux Return

The Instrumented F lux Return achieves muon and neutral hadron identification via a
system of resistive plate counters located outside the radius of the EMC. Information
from the I F R was not used in this analysis.

2.2.5

Summary

Summary of solid angle acceptance and measurement resolutions for the BAB.AR detector
subsystems are presented in Table 2. 3.
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Chapter 3

BAB.AR Computing Infrastructure
3.1

BAB.AR Monte-Carlo Simulation Production

This analysis makes use of the BABAR simulation production effort in order to esti
mate the systematic error related to detector understanding and in characterization of
particle decays of interest. We require an in-depth understanding of detector..:.particle in
teraction, detector response to specific particle decays, and detector behavior in various
environmental and operational conditions. The simulation also aids in the development
of models used to characterize previously unseen particle decays and to identify and
suppress sources of background. To address these needs we must integrate our sim
ulated observations over all possible particle decays and particle trajectories for signal
and background. To deal with the very large size of the variable space we use a statistical
sampling method of integration known as the Monte-Carlo (38] method.
3. 1 . 1

The Monte-Carlo Method

The Monte-Carlo (MC) method is a numerical integration method that is particularly
well suited for complex scientific problems that have a large number of parameters and
therefore a large solution space. These types of problems can be impossible to charac. terize using direct numerical integration techniques. By instead taking a random sample
of states from the solution space of the problem, we are able to drastically reduce the
computing time required in order to get an answer of practical significance (low enough
error) . The MC method yields an answer with an error proportional to n- 1 / 2 , where
n is the number of samples taken. Most simple numerical integration methods have an
error proportional to n- 2 , so it would appear that MC is a much less efficient technique.
However, for multi-dimensional problems where numerical integration error is propor
tional to n- 2 /d (d is the number of dimensions), the error for MC integration remains
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proportional to n - 1 /2. Therefore ,the MC approach is advantageous for any problem
with five or more free parameters.

3. 1 .2

The BABAR MC Simulat ion

The BABAR collaboration uses a MC simulation based on the GEANT 4 [ 3 9] detector
simulation package from CERN.The simulation involves three steps: event generation ,
detector model ,and event reconstruction.
Event Generation

The first step is for the event generator to choose the decay tree and reaction product
kinematics. The generator takes commands from a decay configure file which constrains
the decay tree to a varying degree. Starting with the initial e + e- interaction, we can
constrain the chain of decays to the desired sub-tree of the full e + e- decay space. For
instance ,in B 0B0 generic MC ,the decay is constrained to follow the chain e + e- �
Y(4S ) � B 0 (B0 ): it is free to explore only the decay tree for B 0 and B0.Further decays
are randomly chosen based on known branching fractions from a look-up table. For signal
MC ,one B 0 (B0 ) will decay to a characteristic final state ,and the second B 0 (B0 ) will
follow a randomly chosen decay. In the case of B 0 and B0 ,all time-dependencies (decay ,
mixing ,GP violation ) are modeled as well.
Detector Model

Once the initial decay tree is generated ,it is then placed within a simulation of the
BABAR detector.Particles that live long enough to reach detector material are tracked
in small volume intervals.In each volume ,interaction of the particles with the detector
material and environment is evaluated. Based on the survival probability ,( from PDG
tables [ 2 3] ) the particles are decayed and its decay products are propagated further. Sec
ondary particles from material interactions (such as liberated electrons ) are propagated
as long as they are above certain momentum or energy thresholds or until they leave
the detector volume. These secondaries indicate the path of a particle's trajectory if
registered in sensitive volumes of the detector . Since the detection method is modeled
as well , from this stage on the simulated event appears like a raw data event and is
processed analogously.
The simulation includes information on the detector materials , the configuration
of the detector at a given time (such as DCH voltages and magnetic field strength ) ,
and the conditions of the detector environment (like humidity and temperature ). At
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this stage, real beam-background events are mixed into the simulated event from data
lookup tables. Both detector configuration data and backgrounds are selected in order
to accurately represent a particular time in the detector's data-taking history.
Event Reconstruction

The event reconstruction uses the information about the event's interaction with the
detector's sensors and tries to interpret the nature of the event. It uses the same algo
rithms that are applied to real data events to reconstruct the event from the detector's
sensor readings.
Also added to the MC data is information about the "true" decay that was produced
from the event generator. This allows calculation of detector efficiencies, resolutions,
and detailed studies of other detector responses.

3. 1 .3

Use of MC in BABAR Analysis

The simulation of BABAR data is a computing challenge compounded by many factors.
The large variety of physics processes accessible to the detector, changing configuration
and backgrounds in the detector and accelerator, and changes in software due to improved
physics understanding place large demands on the available computing resources.
In order to reduce the statistical uncertainty in quantities that are dependent on the
amount of reconstructed MC events, we must produce MC for many times the nu_mber
of recorded events. The BAB.AR collaboration approaches this need with computing
resources at many different sites around the world. We will present details about the
contribution of the High Energy Physics Group at The University of Tennessee.

3. 1.4

The Simulation Production Effort

The Simulation Production (SP) of BABAR relies on computing sites around the world.
These sites range from large national computing centers like SLAC to smaller efforts
operated by universities. Using a standardized set of simulation jobs, the different hard
ware and software components and SP databases are validated '. Each set consists of
three standard decay trees for each month of data taking. Each period of data taking
produces a background collection and corresponding conditions collection which are used
together in MC simulations for a given data taking period. The MC tests span the full
range of background and conditions collections that will be used for MC production. The
tests are divided into "runs" of 2000 simulated events with each run corresponding to a
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single combination of decay tree , background collection , and conditions collection. Re
constructed quantities such as certain particle multiplicities are collected into histograms
and compared to a standard set provided by the reference site, SLAC.
The scheduling of jobs (SP MC requests ), update of software releases, and mainte
nance of SP databases are coordinated between the local site manager and the overall
SP coordinator . We will describe the methods and solutions which we developed in the
course of our SP production effort for BAB.AR and were provided as tools to other sites.

3.2

Computing System Design

The computing system is specifically designed for the purpose of producing Monte-Carlo
simulated events with the BAB.AR MC simulation production software and management
utilities . The MC simulation is allocated in increments of no more than 2 000 events
per job. Each job takes between 1and 6 hours to produce 2 000 simulated events.
The simulation executable requires a minimum of 5 00MB of RAM while running to
avoid inefficiencies caused by use of disk swap (virtual memory ). Each job produces a
3 5 MB MC data collection which needs to be stored locally until it can be transfered
to the central MC database at SLAC. This mean that a site capable of running 8 0
simultaneous simulation jobs would require about 2 0GB of disk storage to stage a full
day of MC simulation data. Since the MC production software can be easily run on
multiple machines simultaneously, it is a perfect candidate for a batch-queue compute
cluster type system.
This system usually consists of a large number of powerful computers ( "compute
nodes" ) which are connected via a switched network to one or more central servers (see
Figure 3. 1). The central servers send compute requests to the compute nodes and then
receive and organize the results when they are produced. This type of system makes
efficient use of CPU resources and is highly scalable because the individual computers
that make up the cluster can work almost independently of one another.
When designing a computation in frastructure there are competing factors such as
performance, cost, maintenance , and construction time. The compute node hardware
has to maximize the amount of aggregate computing power available for MC production. ·
We only included sufficient support hardware in the design so as to ensure efficient use
of the compute node CPU resources. Components of the system which do not directly
contribute to the computation effort are eliminated from the design. · Our design seeks to
minimize maintenance time by including redundancies where failures are most likely to
occur and by reducing or eliminating unnecessary components that are prone to failure.
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Compute Nodes - Cluster #1

Compute Nodes - Cluster #2

Network Switch

Network Switch

Central File Servers

Figure 3. 1 : T his is a schematic of the compute cluster configuration with the
two central file servers connected to the network switches via 1 Gbit/sec uplink
ports. T he switches are connected together and then connected to the compute
nodes via 1 00 Mbit/sec ports. T he compute nodes are separated into two groups,
each connected to one of the network switches.
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Finally, the compute node enclosure hardware was selected with a specific interest in
heat management since poor heat dissipation is a major cause of hardware failure in
computer systems.

3.2. 1

Diskless Compute Cluster

The most innovative aspect of the compute cluster design is that the compute nodes
operate in a diskless configuration. T he nodes have no hard disk drive or other form of
permanent storage installed. Instead they receive everything that they need ( operating
system files and MC simulation software) from the central file servers. T his design offers
economic and administration advantages over a conventional disk-based compute node.
Upon startup, each compute nodes transfers control of the boot process to a small
computer program executed off a read only memory (ROM) chip on the network card.
This software, called the Managed Boot Agent (MBA ) , initializes the network card and
attempts to contact a remote computer to get an internet protocol (IP) address. A
program running on the central file server, called the Dynamic Host Configuration Pro
tocol Daemon (DHCPD) , sees this IP address request and responds with an assigned
IP address from a lookup table maintained on the server. This response also includes a
network location where the compute node can find a specially prepared Linux kernel file
(the core of the Linux operating system). T he compute node then downloads the Linux
kernel from this network location , executes it, and transfers control of the boot process
to the Linux kernel. T he kernel then continues the boot process by initializing the rest
of the compute node hardware. T he file systems used by the compute node (including
the root file system) are located on the central file servers and are mounted remotely via
the Network File System (NFS) protocol.
Many diskless compute clusters of this type create a separate file system on the
central servers for each compute node in the cluster. Since the file system used by the
compute node can be rather large in size (around 10 GB) , a lot of disk space is required.
Additionally, software updates and configuration changes become more complex because
multiple file systems need to be changed in parallel. Since all compute nodes in the
cluster are to be configured identically we avoid redundantly stored files for each node
by configuring them to use a single system image for their root file systems.
T he single compute node file system (located on the file server) is mounted by all 40
compute nodes. Conflicts and file corruption can occur when multiple compute nodes
attempt concurrent writes to the same file. We solve this problem by only allowing
the compute nodes to mount the file system in read-only mode. For directories that
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require write access, we mount the directories as a memory-resident file system using
the Random Access Memory (RAM) on each individual compute node. Since this file
system is resident in volatile memory, a reboot or power failure will cause all files there
to be lost. This is not a problem since these file systems only contain temporary state
information that is not needed after a reboot. Upon reboot, the compute node configures
these RAM file systems with default values from a known-good configuration.
A diskless configuration has many advantages over traditional disk-based compute
nodes. By eliminating the hard disk drive, the compute nodes cost is reduced. Since the
disk drive is one of the most failure prone components, this also increased the overall
hardware reliability. Software configuration of the compute nodes is simplified by using
a single system image for all compute nodes. Any software change made in one location
on the central server automatically propagates to_ all the compute nodes. Finally, by
using a read-only single system image, the software configuration is guaranteed to be
stable and consistent among all the compute nodes in the cluster.

3.2.2

Compute Node Configuration

The compute node hardware was selected to maximize the ratio of MC events produced
per dollar spent. The hardware for each node consists of two central processing units
(with heat sinks and fans), a motherboard, RAM modules, a network interface card, an
AC-DC power supply, and an enclosure with intake and exhaust fans. Figure 3. 2 shows
the internal hardware configuration of one of the compute nodes.
Central Processing Unit ( CPU)

CPU performance was benchmarked by running the BABAR MC simulation software on
a range of CPU types from Intel 1 and AMD. 2 We then extrapolated the performance
linearly with CPU clock frequency within each processor family. The current CPU prices
were obtained from competitive resale channels. We chose to base the compute node
hardware around the Athlon MP 2 0 0 0+ CPU from AMD since it was both the most
powerful processor available and was significantly cheaper than comparable products
from other manufacturers. The motherboards for these processors were also cheaper
than similar motherboards for the other CPU manufacturers.
Another important factor in the choice of this CPU is that it supports Symmetric
Multi-Processor (SMP) computing. This allows use of two CPU chips with a single
1
2

Intel Corporation, http://www.intel.com/
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., http://www.amd.com/
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Figure 3.2: The compute nodes only contain components essential for operation:
the motherboard, CPUs, RAM, network card, two fans, and a PC power supply.

4 0

motherboard. This saves space and hardware funds by sharing the case, power supply, ·
and motherboard between the two CPUs. However, this ecoriomy of scale does not
continue to higher number of CPUs because the motherboards and processors needed to
run in groups of 4 (and higher) are much more expensive.
Heat production of the CPU is another important factor. We found that using the
manufacturer recommended CPU fan and heat sink provided sufficient heat transfer to
ensure reliable operation.
Network Interface Card (NIC)
In order to enable network boot and diskless compute node operation, the network card
for each compute node has a special ROM chip. This ROM chip contains a program called
PXE [40] (Pre-Execution Environment), which takes over control of the computer's boot
process and downloads the Linux kernel from a computer on the network. We chose the
3Com 3C90 5CXi-TX-M 3 100 Mbit/sec network card with support for PXE for network
booting. This card supports simultaneous transmission and reception (full duplex) of
TCP /IP protocol [4 1] Ethernet. By taking the estimated MC job length (4 hours) and
total network throughput during this time ( 100 MB) we determined that an average
throughput of about 10 Mbit/sec was needed. Therefore, the 100 Mbit/sec provided by
this NIC is sufficient.
This network card also has driver support in the Linux kernel. This is important
because we need to compile the network card driver into the kernel in order to boot over
the network.
Motherboard
We required that the motherboard provide support for two AMD Athlon MP 2000+
CPUs, 1 GB of RAM, and a PCI (Programmable Computer Interface) slot for the NIC.
The only relevant performance characteristic of the motherboard is the front-side bus
speed (FSB) (the speed in clock cycles per second at which the CPU can address the
system memory). The required maximum FSB clock speed is determined by the CPU
model (400 MHz for the AMD Athlon MP 2000+). Accordingly, two motherboards were
chosen: the ASUS4 model A7M 266-D and Gigabyte5 model GA-7DPXDW+ .
3

http://support.3com.com/infodeli/tools/nic/3c90x/ethercd/english/usrguid.pdf
Asustek Computer Inc. http://asus.com/
5
Gigabyte Technology Co. , Ltd. http://www.gigabyte.com.tw/
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Random Access Memory

The BAB.AR simulation production software requires at least 5 12 MB of RAM per running
executable. Since each compute node has two CPUs, we run 2 executables on each node
and, therefore, need at least 1GB of RAM per node.Each compute node has 1GB of
unregistered PC 2 100 SDRAM type RAM.
Enclosure

The compute node enclosure (case ) serves as hardware mount and promotes air flow for
cooling . We use cheap and easily available desktop PC cases. These cases have large
ports in the front and back equipped with fans rated to a minimum of 3 0 cubic feet per
minute. The cases are stacked backward on metal shelves (see Figure 3. 3 ) to allow easy
access to the power and network connections for each compute node.
Other hardware

The advantages of building the compute nodes in-house include the ability to exclude
components that we do not need . The compute nodes have no video cards, sound cards,
monitors, speakers, or other components that are not directly required for operation of
the simulation software .
3.2.3

Central Servers

The central servers for the cluster provide permanent (disk ) storage and host the control
and administration programs for the compute cluster. CPU-intensive applications are
rarely executed on these servers, so their configuration has been optimized for maximum
storage capacity and reliability.
All storage is protected from individual disk failure via RAID [ 4 2) (Redundant Array
of Inexpensive Disks ) hard disk drive systems. We operate two file servers, each with
a 12-port 3ware 6 Escalade RAID controller card. The RAID card interfaces up to 12
individual hard disk drives with the PCI bus on the motherboard. We use a combination
of RAID levels depending on the use patterns of the file systems .
RAID level 1is a simple mirroring system that pairs disk drives and writes identical
data to each drive, providing redundancy and improved read performance with a 5 0%
usage efficiency of the raw storage capacity of the disk drives. RAID level 5 groups a
6

Applied Micro Circuits Corp. http://www.3ware.com/
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Figure 3.3: The full rack of 40 compute nodes that make up the 80 CPU cluster
consist of machines based on Athlon MP 2000+ (left) and Athlon MP 2400+
(right) CPUs. Two network switches are located above the second level of nodes.
The nodes are mounted facing the rear of the rack in order to facilitate access
to the network and power connections and to exhaust waste heat into the center
of the room.
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minimum of 3 disk drives while using a system of distributed parity 7 data for redundancy.
This provides for failsafe against single-drive failure as well as improved read performance
with the cost of diminished write performance. Raw storage efficiency ranges between
66% and 92% depending on the number of disks used. RAID level 10 uses a minimum of
4 disk drives by pairing drives into RAID 1 groups and then non-redundantly distributing
data storage evenly between groups. This provides improved read and write throughput
as well as protection against the failure of a maximum of 50% of the disk drives. Raw
storage efficiency is 50%.
We use RAID 5 for file systems requiring high capacity with low access speed require
ments (such as for long-term data storage) and RAID 10 for file systems requiring high
read/write performance (such as those used for data output from the compute cluster
nodes) . We have found that an array using eight 7200 RPM ATA disk drives in a RAID
10 configuration provides sufficient random read/write performance for simultaneous ac
cess from all 40 compute nodes. The servers currently have a combined storage capacity
of nearly 4 TB.
Disk drives use the

+12

V output from the power supply at a typical maximum

operating current of 3 A. This mandates a power supply with a + 1 2 V current rating of
at least 36 A. The power supplies on these servers provide power for the 12 hard disk
drives via multiple independent

+ 12 V circuits.

Start-up power requirements of the disk

drives are higher than the typical operating levels. However, the RAID controller card
stagers power-up of the disks to avoid a large increase in power use during start-up.

3.2.4

Network

There is a negligible amount of communication between the compute nodes. Most net
work capacity is needed for the connections to the central servers and between switches.
Therefore, a system that increases bandwidth in these areas was chosen. The cluster
uses a pair of 24 port Dlink 8 100 Mbit/sec switches to connect the compute nodes and
central file servers. Each compute node is connected to a 100 Mbit/sec port via Category
5 [43] network cable. The switches are connected to each other and to each file server
by a 1 Gbit/sec uplink port.
During normal MC production, a typical job transfers about 35 MB of data to the file
server over a period of four hours. When running 80 jobs in parallel, the expected average
throughput is about 1 .5 Mbit/sec. A worse-case scenario is 80 jobs that individually take
7
A parity bit is a binary digit that indicates whether the number of bits with value of one in a given
set of bits is even or odd. This allows the detection and repair of any single bit-flip.
8
D-Link Corporation/D-Link Systems, Inc. http://www.dlink.com/
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1 hour to run: an average throughput of 6 Mbit/sec. This is well within the operating
performance of the hardware components used in the cluster.

3.2.5

Electrical Power

To ensure adequate power availability and safety, we had sufficient dedicated 1 20 V
circuits installed to support a compute cluster of up to 80 compute nodes and several file
servers. A power interruption is most potentially damaging for computer systems when
writing files to storage. This can cause file system corruption and loss of data. Although
the file servers use journaling file systems to prevent file system damage, we took the
added precaution of installing uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) on each of the file
servers. These UPS units are capable of powering the files servers for a maximum of 30
minutes. This time is sufficient to ensure that most power surges and short blackouts
will not affect the machine. In the event of an extended power outage, the computer will
have time to finish writing files to disk and then shut itself off. The UPS battery status
is monitored by a process on the server via the RS 2 3 2 port. The UPS units also contain
power conditioners to protect the file servers from voltage surges.
UPS power protection is not provided to the compute nodes. The compute nodes
do not contain disk drives that could be affected by a power outage. However, each
compute node is protected from voltage spikes by an inexpensive surge-protecting power
distribution strip. Should the compute nodes lose power, all jobs that the machines are
currently running will abruptly stop and be marked as "failed" by the MC production
software. The failed jobs can then be easily restarted with the loss of an average of only
two hours of computing time.

3.2.6

Air Conditioning System

By measuring the power use of one test machine under full load we estimate that the
total power use of our cluster of 40 dual processor machines is 2 5kW. Assuming that all
the elec_trical energy is converted to heat, this translates into 7. 1 tons of refrigerating
capacity or 8.9 x 107 Joules/hour. This required an upgrade to the air conditioning
system.
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3.3
3. 3 . 1

Software Environment
Operating System

All machines in the compute cluster run a distribution of the GNU /Linux operating sys
tem called Scientific Linux9 version 3.03. This Linux distribution is a binary-compatible
re-distribution of Red Hat Enterprise Linux 1 0 version 3.03. It was started by a group of
Fermilab scientists in order to address the computing needs of fellow scientists in high
energy physics and other concentrations. We have customized the operating system on
the compute nodes to support diskless operation. This includes compilation of a custom
Linux kernel, selection of the system's software packages, and modification of the file
system structure to facilitate a read-only root file system.
Diskless compute node operation requires preparation of a custom Linux kernel.
This involves selection of a kernel version with desired patches (source code modifica
tions) and compilation of the kernel with custom options. Features added to the kernel
include support for NFS root file system, swapping (virtual memory) over NFS , IP auto
configuration, and drivers for the network cards.
We obtain the source code for the kernel from the central repository for Linux kernel
development, http :/ /kernel.org/ .

The kernel version is chosen to correspond to the

current kernel (version 2.4.21) used in the distribution of Scientific Linux 3.03 in order
to ensure compatibility with other computing sites that use the kernel provided in the
Linux distribution.
We apply a patch to the Linux kernel source code in order to add support for use of
an NFS-mounted file system as virtual memory. This patch is provided by the so1;uce
forge.net project NFS-Swapping4Linux [44] . In order to augment the RAM capacity on
a computer, the system can temporarily move data from active RAM to a slower medium
(usually a locally attached hard disk) . This patch allows Linux to use a file on an NFS
(remote) file system for this temporary staging of RAM data (virtual memory) . There is
a performance loss as compared to locally accessed virtual memory due to the latency of
the network connection. However , this does not significantly affect our operation because
our software rarely requires more RAM than is available on the compute nodes . The
virtual memory mainly serves as a backup to prevent a system crash in the event that
all RAM is used. The patch version must correspond to the kernel version. It is applied
to the kernel source tree before kernel compilation using the Linux utility "patch."
9

Scientific Linux is available online at https://www.scientificlinux.org/.
Red Hat Linux operating system is produced by Red Hat Inc. http://www.redhat.com/.
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Before the kernel is compiled, some modules need to be added and compilation op
tions changed from the default that the kernel is generally configured with. Many mod
ules need to be directly compiled into the kernel (not as loadable modules) because the
kernel will not have an accessible root file system through much of the boot process. We
disable loadable modules for this reason.
The kernel option "NFS root file system support" allows us to mount a remote NFS
exported file system as the root file system ( "/" ). The option to enable virtual memory
over NFS is automatically activated when the patch is applied. The compute node needs
to get its IP address from the DHCP server before it can access anything over the network
(including its root file system) . The kernel option "kernel-level IP auto-configuration via
DHCP" enables the kernel to obtain an IP address much earlier in the boot process than
would normally be possible. Finally, in order to use the network, the kernel must include
drivers for the network interface cards in the compute nodes. It is possible to include
drivers for many different cards because the kernel will automatically detect the installed
network card and use the appropriate driver.
In order to save memory we disable any kernel modules that the compute nodes do
not need. These modules include support for disk storage, USB, sound cards, input
devices, and video display devices.
Once properly configured, we compile the kernel into a compressed image file suitable
for transmitting over the network during the compute node boot process.

3.3.2

The BABAR Software Framework

Software specifically written for and by BABAR collaborators is maintained in a central
repository for easy access and use by the BABAR community. The software as a whole
provides a framework to facilitate common computing needs such as data storage, access,
analysis, and visualization as well as detector studies and simulations. The software is
organized in a modular way that promotes code reuse and encapsulates functionality in
discrete software units known as packages.
Packages
The package is the highest level modular unit of BABAR software. A single package
contains a related set of functionality in the form of software classes.
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Releases

A release is a defined set of specific packages and package versions that are designed
and tested to work together. In general, each official BABAR software release contains
all packages meant for general use. Releases are created for testing of new software,
approved analysis use, Monte-Carlo simulation production, and other specific goals.Use
of a release at a remote site (away from SLAC ) requires the importation (copying ) of
all packages in the release followed by an installation procedure that checks for the
existence and locations of all require libraries and support software not included with
the release. This provides a way to ensure that the software environment is consistent
between different BABAR sites.

3.3.3

Objectivity Database

There are a variety of levels of detail at which each data event in BABAR is accessible.
The Objectivity [4 5 ] federated database originally served as the primary access facility
for experimental data and MC events. The hierarchical storage system of the database
allows access to event information at a variety of detail levels through a coordinating
framework that provides for locking and data access functionality. Practical use of the
system showed that most access to events occurred at a small range of detail levels, thus
minimizing the advantages of the complicated system. The Objectivity database has
since been phased out in favor of a more open and simple data access procedure using
Kanga [4 6] data sets through the ROOT [4 7 ] framework. One exception is the use of
Objectivity for the conditions and configuration databases in MC simulation production.

3.3.4

ROOT Framework

ROOT [4 7 ] is an object-oriented framework for scientific computing needs, and was
developed at CERN as an improvement over the F ORTRAN-based analysis systems
in use. ROOT unifies data storage, manipulation, visualization, and characterization
(fitting ) into a single cross-platform solution. It has largely replaced the older Objectivity
database for data storage and PAW [4 8] (the Physics Analysis Workstation ) application
for analysis within the BABAR collaboration. ROOT is based on ANSI C/C++ and
features a C++ interpreter (CINT [4 9]) to enable quick development of scripts with
access to the ROOT software interface.
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RooFit
The BABAR collaboration has created a ROOT package, named RooFit [ 50], that stan
dardizes and simplifies the production of fit-based analyses. RooFit provides a simple
framework for unbinned maximum likelihood (ML) fitting and a library of PDF models.
This package, along with ROOT version 4, is used for all ML fits in this analysis.

3.3.5

Other Software Packages

The Scientific Linux distribution includes a wide variety of software packages to support
server or desktop use. The compute nodes require only a subset of software packages
from the Required Software for BABAR Computing [ 51] list in order to run BABAR analysis
and MC production software. We include the following software:
• CERNLIB [ 5 2] program library,
• GNU [ 5 3] utilities for Linux (gee, gdb, gdiff, gfind, gmake, gtar, and patch),
• Perl [ 5 4] interpreted programming language,
• Tcl/Tk [ 5 5] shell script language.

3.3.6

File System Structure

We configure all compute nodes to access the same remote directory structure (via NFS)
for their root file system. This requires the file system to be exported read-only to avoid
conflicts with file creation and modification between compute nodes. However, some
functions of the operating system require access to a writable file system for storage of
temporary files and state information. Therefore, during the boot process, the compute
nodes are configured to create a memory-resident file system for this purpose. The
directories /tmp/ (for temporary files) and /var/ (for state information) are symbolically
linked to this memory-resident file system. Since these file systems are located in RAM,
all information is erased when the machine is re-booted. This is an advantage because it
ensures that the compute nodes always boot into a known-good software configuration.
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3.3. 7

BAB.AR Production Software

Along with the primary MC production executable, there are a number of utilities pro
vided by BABAR SP production.
The first step is to receive the SP request from the central database at SLAC. When
a site has resources available, a script is executed that contacts the central database and
requests jobs allocated to the site. If jobs are available, their details are retrieved and
a directory is set up containing all the scripts and configuration files. Another script is
then used to submit the jobs to the batch-queue system, with each job generating and
reconstructing 2 000 MC events.
When a job is finished, the resulting data file is verified to ensure that it is correctly
formatted and that the collection contains the correct number of simulated events. It is
then merged into a joint datafile along with other completed jobs from the same batch.
The merged data collection is then uploaded to the central BABAR database at SLAC
and is checked with a checksum to ensure that the transfer was error- free and contains
the correct number of events. At this time, log files for the jobs are also uploaded to
SLAC and stored for later debugging and quality-control purposes.

3.3.8

Custom Management Programs

We have also developed a number of utilities to help maintain efficient use of our comput
ing resources and reduce the labor demands associated with running a large computing
system. These utilities assist by increasing the level of monitoring and automation of
the SP process and underlying computing in frastructure.
Monitoring

Online monitoring is an important tool for running an efficient computing cluster . Our
monitoring is designed to maintain uptime and to resolve any problems within a few
hours at most. We provide this with a combination of web and mobile phone accessible
monitoring applications.
With the web monitor we track storage sub-system performance, network traffic,
central server resource use, and the batch-queue as well as SP details such as number of
queued SP jobs, status of data exports, and status of SP data validation checks. The
monitor displays aggregate and individual performance statistics of the compute nodes
in a color-coded format for quick evaluation (see Figure 3.4 ).
The second monitoring system is accessible through a mobile phone interface using
the WAP [5 6] protocol. A process on the central server monitors a number of variables
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Figure 3.4: The online cluster monitoring software features a graph display
of each compute node that shows the CPU load, internal temperatures, and
CPU fan speed. Clicking on an individual node will show a report of CPU use,
temperature, network activity, and virtual memory use over the last 24 hours.
The status fields on the overall cluster view are color coded in order to quickly
provide an indication of the activity of the cluster and to highlight problem
areas.
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such as hardware warnings, storage system use, and job failure rate. The system can send
a mobile phone text message to the administrator in the event of problems that require
immediate attention. The mobile phone interface includes reduced verbosity monitoring
capability suitable for a small screen as well as limited service control (start and stop the
batch queue). This system allows the administrator to quickly respond to error events
that can later be addressed in more detail when a computer is accessible. All functions
are protected by a user name and password combination with private key encryption.
Automation
The primary automation task for SP computing is the process of requesting and executing
jobs, merging the resuiting data, and exporting the data to the central SP database at
SLAC. Using the Perl [54] programming language, we have developed an application
( named "dwarf" ) that provides this functionality as well as the ability to detect changes
in the state of the computing system and respond appropriately. When the number of
queued jobs reaches a certain threshold, dwarf requests more jobs from the site's SP
allocation, prepares the jobs, and submits them to the queue system. It monitors the
progress of jobs and retries any failed job automatically. It also periodically runs the
scripts that initiate the merge of data files and the export of merged data to the central
database.
Additional SP-specific monitoring capability is built into dwarf to allow it to detect
errors in specific machines (based on the rate of failed jobs) and to remove failed machines
from the queue system. The problem with the machine can then be investigated by the
SP administrator at a later time.
Documentation and source code for dwarf are available for use and modification [57].

3.4

Results

The computing cluster has proven to be efficient and reliable and has provided a signifi
cant service to the BAB.AR collaboration through t�e Simulation Production effort. The
cluster came online in June 2003 with an initial 20 dual processor compute nodes. In
January 2004, the capacity was further increased by 20 dual processor compute nodes
with 20% higher clock speed CPUs. MC production has been continuous since coming
online with the exception of periods during which no MC requests for BAB.AR were issued.
As of January 2005, the cluster has produced over 250 million MC events: an average
rate of nearly 1 million events per day. Figure 3.5 shows the time-integrated MC events
produced by the cluster between June 2003 and January 2005.
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Figure 3.5: The Tennessee compute cluster has produced 250 million MC sim
ulated events as of January 2005. This plots shows an upward kink in the MC
production rate at about week 30 caused by the expansion of the cluster (which
roughly doubled the available computing power). This increased production ca
pacity was tempered somewhat by a software version upgrade (SP5 to SP6) that
introduced a more computationally intensive simulation.
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The cluster design makes efficient use of the available computing capacity. We quan
tify the CPU-use efficiency by measuring the percentage use of clock cycles on the com
pute node CPU during execution of the MC simulation. Latency in the network hard
ware and bottlenecks in the storage systems can result in the CPU waiting for resources
(wasted clock cycles ). We find the cluster makes more than 97% use of the compute ·
node CPUs during MC simulations.
Downtime of the cluster has been very limited. Power outages have been very limited
in the building with only one confirmed outage (for a few minutes ) in two years. The
UPS systems that protect each central server prevented their interruption, and the com
pute nodes automatically rebooted and continued operation once power was restored.
Maintenance downtime has also been very limited due to the hot-swap hard disk con
trollers on the central file servers; a failed disk can be replaced without turning off the
server.
In the time it has been operational, the cluster has provided a significant service to
the BABAR MC production effort. MC production for BABAR is performed at over 15 sites
around the world. Of these sites, our cluster ranks in the top 7 of individual universities
by events produced since the cluster came online. F igure 3. 6 shows the proportion of
total MC events produced from all BABAR MC production sites.

3.5

Future Expansion

Future expansion of the cluster in the same facility is mainly limited by the available
cooling capacity. Any expansion will require installation of a dedicated "chiller" system in
the room (a closed-cycle refrigeration system with waste heat removed via the building 's
chilled water system ).
A second barrier to expansion is the bottleneck created by the current system of cen
tralized file storage. There are many solutions to this problem in the form of cluster file
systems. These systems distribute storage load and capacity among a number of separate
machines while maintaining the centralized administration of a single storage server. We
have conducted preliminary tests of the Parallel Virtual File System (PVF S ) [ 5 8 ) and
are currently investigating the Lustre 1 1 file system (a distributed cluster file system for
Linux ) as well as the SRM [ 5 9) and dCache [ 6 0 ) data management systems.
The network infrastructure is the last anticipated barrier to expansion. The increased
network demand from hundreds of compute nodes will require new network switches
capable of 1 Gbit/sec connections to all ports. Commodity network switches offer at
1 1 Developed

by Cluster File Systems, Inc. http://www.clusterfs.com/
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Figure 3.6: This shows the total proportion of MC events produced per BAB.AR
SP site as of Jan. 2005. The contribution from the University of Tennessee
BAB.AR group represents nearly 10% of total events produced and ranks our site
among the top 7 university-based production sites.
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most 48 ports, so the switches must have the capability of being "bridged" together via
high speed optical connections. The external network connection must also be upgraded
in order to accommodate the increased amount of data processed by the cluster. This
upgrade will take the form of a 10 Gbit/sec fiber-optic connection directly to Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) (in anticipation of future collaborations) and
in a local area network upgrade to 1 Gbit/sec.
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Chapter 4

Particle Reconstruction
For a full reconstruction of a particle decay, the four-momenta (energy plus momentum)
and origins of the decay products need to be estimated. In the following, we outline the
reconstruction of tracks of charged particles starting with recorded raw charge signals in
the SVT and DCH and the reconstruction of neutral particles with the EMC. We also
detail the particle identification techniques used for separation of pions and kaons.

4. 1

Charged Particle Reconstruction

The charged particle track reconstruction stage uses raw hits gathered from the SVT
and DCH systems. These are produced mostly by electrons that are liberated by the
primary charged particle in the material of the SVT and DCH and are collected in an
electric field. A charge signal induced in one of several neighboring and well located
anode strips of the SVT provide the average position of the particle trajectory within
the silicon substrate on each side. With a signal on more than one strip, calculating the
signal height weighted average improves the hit precision a x , along the line perpendicular
to the strips, from ax = pitch/ ./0, ( typical pitch is between 50 µm and 100 µm ) . The
induced charge signal on the well-located sense wire together with the reconstructed drift
distance of the electrons constitutes a hit position along the particle's trajectory in the
DCH.
During online processing, DCH pattern recognition and track finding algorithms [61]
combine hits into candidate track segments. This initial information includes estimates
of the distance of closest approach to the z axis (do ) , the track azimuthal angle ( </>o) ,
and the starting time for the track. During offi.ine reconstruction, other hits in the DCH
consistent with these tracks are added. The tracks in the DCH are then extrapolated
into the SVT volume, and hits in the SVT are added.
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In the magnetic field within the detector, a charged particle's trajectory is a helix.
Along this path, the particle can lose energy, undergo multiple scattering, and experience
variations in the magnetic field strength.A proper description of the track requires five
parameters for the helix. These parameters are the curvature (w) , the x - y and z
distances of closest approach to the z-axis (d o and zo ), the initial track azimuthal angle
(</>o ), and the dip angle of the track from the transverse plane (tan .X).A fit extracts the

five helix parameters of each track using the least-squares technique (with modifications
to account for material interaction and magnetic field distortion ). For this reason, the
fit requires a detailed model of the detector volume comprising the SVT and DCH.The
fit begins with the track hits nearest the interaction point and fits the hits to a piecewise
helix progressing in the forward (positive z) direction. The fit is then performed in the
reverse direction in the same fashion. This piecewise method allows the fit to account
for field variations, scattering, and energy loss in a simple way. The resulting values of
the five helix parameters (for any given location along the track ) are determined from a
statistical combination of the fits in the forward and reverse directions.This procedure
is a special BABAR implementation of the Kalman Fit algorithm [ 6 1).
The Kalman fit is then used to extract the five helix parameters from tracks found in
both the SVT and DCH.Hits in the SVT that are not associated with known tracks are
then fed into an SVT-only track fit. The final step attempts to combine tracks existing
only in the SVT with those in only the DCH.
The positional resolution in the DCH cells provided from time-to-distance drift rela
tions is typically between 100µm and 4 00µm. Measurements of z and </> from the SVT
have a typical resolution between 15 µm and 4 0µm.
Using the track description parameters, we can calculate the track momentum in
terms of the particle's charge (q) and the z component of the magnetic field (B z ):
qcBz (cos(</>o + wl)x + sin(</>o + wl)y + (tan .X)z) .
w
The particle energy is calculated assuming different particle mass hypotheses.

p( l)

4.2

=

(4.1)

Particle Identification (PID)

The measurement of dE /dx from the DCH dominates BABAR kaon identification for
particle momenta below 7 00MeV/ c.PID for each track is achieved using an 8 0% trun

7 resolution on dE/dx.
cated mean of at least 4 0 dE/dx measurments.This provides a %
Figure 2. 8 shows the momentum dependence of dE /dx in a varied particle sample.
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For high momentum tracks, the DIRC's measurement of Cherenkov cone angle ( 0 c )
and Cherenkov photon number (N'Y ) is BABAR's primary PID information source. Dur
ing reconstruction, photermultiplier tube (PMT ) hits are associated with tracks from
the charged particle tracking system. When a sufficient number of Cherenkov photons is
available, extraction of 0c is possible. For each PMT photon hit, the possible emission
angles and arrival times are calculated based on the space-time coordinates of the PMT
signal. Timing and geometrical information are used to reduce both the photon back
ground and ambiguity in photon-tertrack association. Background is typically reduced
by a factor of 40. A fit to the track associated photons extracts 0 c and the number of
(signal and background combined) photons, N'Y.
Kaons that reach the Cherenkov detector have a minimum transverse momentum of
200 MeV/ ci; the Cherenkov threshold is (0.92 x 487) MeV/ c. T he resolution of 0 c scales
like 1 / � with a typical N'Y between 20 and 65 (depending on the distance the charged
particle travels through the quartz bar of the DIRC). T he average 0 c resolution is about
2.5 mrad and provides a pion to kaon separation of more than 2.2a at 4.3 GeV ( the
highest possible momentum in 2-body B decays).

4.3

Photon Reconstruction

When a particle enters a crystal of the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), the resulting
electromagnetic cascade causes a deposit of energy spread over many adjacent crystals
(known as a cluster) . More than one local energy maximum ( a bump) within a cluster can
arise due to the decay of a high energy neutral pion into two photons. The reconstruction
algorithm searches for these characteristics by first identifying crystals with an energy
deposit greater than 10 MeV. Using these as seed crystals it then adds crystals with

E > l MeV that are adjacent to existing cluster member crystals with E > 3 MeV. A
crystal with a local maximum is defined as having E' /E = (N - 2.5) /2, where E' is the
highest energy of the neighboring N crystals having E > 2 MeV. T he bump location is
then determined with an iterative algorithm using the cluster crystal fractional energies.
Finally, a cluster is associated with a particle track if its bump location matches a known
particle trajectory. T he cluster is otherwise assumed to belong to a neutral particle
originating from the primary interaction point (IP) for the event.
A good cluster is required to have a total energy E > 20 MeV. T he lateral shape
· parameter ALAT [62] (a description of the lateral spread of the shower within the EMC
crystals) must be less than 1.1. Finally, the cluster must have a lab frame polar angle
0lab

between 0.41 rad and 2.409 rad in order to be within the EMC volume.
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4.3. 1

?T o Reconstruction

Each neutral pion is reconstructed from its two decay photons, registered as clusters in
the EMC, with the initial assumption that the photons originate from the IP. A small
percentage (less than 10%) of high energy pions result in EMC clusters that are too close
to be differentiated as individual clusters. These merged pion photons are isolated as
local maxima within the merged clusters, and the overlapping crystals are added with
weights.
We require that the 1r 0 mass be within 30 MeV/ c2 of m1r o = 130 MeV/ c2 and that
either the single 1r 0 energy be greater than 200 MeV or the merged 1r 0 energy be greater
than 1 GeV. The 1r 0 invariant mass resolution is 6.9 MeV/ c2 .

4.4
4.4.1

Event Reconst ruction
</) Selection

We require that each event contains at least one </> ---+ K + K- signal. We accomplish
this by first requiring each track be built from 1 2 or more hits within the DCH. From
these tracks, at least one must by identified as a charged kaon by the PID system. We
require that the track helix parameters satisfy do > 1 .5 cm and l zo l < 1 0 cm for both
candidate kaons. The track momentum is calculated from the helix parameters with
the kaon mass hypothesis. We require the track momentum

IP1

> lO MeV/c and the

transverse momentum (in the x-y plane) PT > lOO MeV/c. Finally, the combined mass
of the two kaon candidates must be within 1 6 MeV/c2 of the </> mass of l .019 GeV/c2 [23] .
Kaon Selection
Kaon candidates are required to pass a likelihood-based selection process that uses dE/ dx
information from the SVT and DCH as well as Cherenkov angle information from the
DIRC. The dE/ dx information from the DCH is used for tracks with momenta less than
600 MeV/c, and SVT dE/dx information is also incorporated for tracks with momenta less
than 500 MeV/ c. The dE/ dx versus momentum plot (Figure 2.8) shows the separation
of particles into bands by their mass values.
Above 600 MeV/ c, the dE / dx separation degrades due to relativistic energy loss (caus
ing the separate bands to merge) . Above 2.5 GeV/ c, the bands again reach a separation of
about 2cr in dE/dx. However, above 600 MeV/c the particles have sufficient momentum
to produce Cherenkov photons in the DIRC. In this momentum range, the DIRC be
comes the important factor for a likelihood selection. The Cherenkov angle is compared
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to the particle momentum for the three mass hypotheses (Figure .
2 7 ) , and the likeli
hood for each measured particle and hypothesis is calculated based on the theoretical
expectation:
cos(0c(p))

cm
=.
np

(4.2)

The information from the three PID detectors is combined in terms of a likelihood
(Li = l�vT lb cH lb 1Rc ) , where z i is one of the five possible particle types (electron , muon,
pion , kaon, or proton). This allows a continuous application of all information. The
dE /dx likelihoods z i (for the SVT and DCH) are Gaussian probability functions with
respect to the expected (calibrated mean) (dE/dx) i value at that particle momentum:
Gaussian(dE/dx, (dE/dx) i , o-(dE/dx)). The DIRC likelihood is the product of a Gaus
sian probability (for the expected Cherenkov angle B i ) and a Poissonian probability (for
the observed number of Cherenkov photons) :
lb1RC = Gaussian(0, 0i , o-(0)) · Poissonian(N, , Nexpected ) ,

(4.3)

where the poissonian mean is the expected number of photons Nexpected (derived from a
table dependent on track angle of incidence, momentum, direction (charge) , and DIRC
bar number). The a priori probability for each of the particle hypotheses is .
0.
2
The requirements for a certain particle type selection are based on likelihood ratios.
For the kaon selection it is "' = LK /(LK + L1r + L proton) (since only the hadrons are rele
vant). Based on a momentum dependent cutoff for "', a certain kaon selection efficiency
and particle mis-identification rate (most from pion mis-identification) can be achieved.
The particular choice for the kaon selection in this analysis is displayed in Figure 4 . 1.
We require that only one charged kaon from the ¢ decay in the B 0 � ¢K2 channel be
identified. The average efficiency for the requirement is 90%, while the average mis-id
rate is below 2%.
For a typical charged kaon from the ¢ in the decay B --+ ¢K, the selection has an
average efficiency of about 8 5 % and a pion mis-identification rate of less than 2%. This
· is determined from the control samples of D* --+ D 0 1r , D 0 � K1r events ( where the kaons
and pions are identified via the decay kinematics). The detailed performance of the kaon
selection has been characterized as a function of the laboratory momentum and can be
seen in Figure 4..
1
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Figure 4. 1 : T his shows the identification efficiency (left) of the charged kaon
selection as a function of the kaon laboratory momentum P3/l and the fraction of
charged pions misidentified (mis-ID) as kaons as a function of the pion laboratory
moment um pZ,:b (right) . T he error bars represent statistical uncertainties in the
control sample of kaons and pions from n* -+ n ° 1r, n ° -+ K 1r decays. It is
not required that the particle track traverses all particle identification detectors;
notice that the DIRC solid angle coverage is only 87%.
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4.4.2

K� Selection

We reconstruct the decay K2 --+ 1r0 1r0 from its final state radiation. The four decay
photons of the neutral pions are detected as either separate or merged bumps in the EMC.
The K2 decay point is initially chosen at the origin (IP). This causes an overestimation

of the angles between the photons and leads to an invariant mass that is too low. The

K2 decay vertex is then determined by moving it along the line of the initial momentum,

using the decay position of the ¢ as a geometrical constraint, while minimizing the
difference with the expected invariant mass of the K2 [ 5]. This fit uses the WalkFit (6 3]
vertexing algorithm.
We require the combined mass of the two 1r 0 to be within the range 3 40 MeV/ c2 <
m1ro 1ro < 6 10 MeV/ c2 and the combined energy within the range 0.8 GeV < EKo < 6 GeV.
The flight distance er is defined as the distance between the vertices of the ¢ and K2
in three-dimensional space. We require CT > 0. 1 mm. The back-to-back decay of the ¢
and K2 in the center of mass ( CM) frame of the B candidate places a strong constraint

on the momentum direction of the K2. We define an angle between the line joining the
¢ and K2 vertices, in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis (a xy), that represents the
fHght direction and momentum direction of the K2 in the laboratory frame. We require
COS O'.x y > = 0.999.
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Chapter 5

Backgrounds
5.1

Continuum Background Suppression

The major background source of B 0 � ¢K 0 candidates is ¢ production by e+ e- �
uu, dd, ss, cc processes. These are known as continuum events.
An effective way to suppress continuum background is to make use of variables that
are sensitive to the jet-like topology (shape) of these background events. In a signal
event, e+ e- produce BB via the Y(4S) resonance. In the Y(4S) rest frame, the B
has low momentum and the decay is fairly isotropic (Figure 5. l (a)). There is also a
low correlation between the directions of decay products from each B. In a light quark
continuum event, the event shape has a two-jet structure (Figure 5. l (b)); there is a
strongly preferred direction characterizing the whole event [64]. In such events, the
hadrons which form a B candidate are usually found in one of two nearly back-to
back jets. This background is suppressed by placing requirements on variables that are
sensitive to this event topology.

· 5.2

B Meson Decay Backgrounds

For estimates of backgrounds from e + e- � B 0B0 and e+ e- � B +B- decays, we use sam
ples of generic Monte-Carlo (MC) data. All reconstruction procedures and pre-selection
criteria are applied and the resulting events are categorized according to decay channel.
If any significant background source is identified, it is then isolated for study using signal
MC for the particular channel in question. Several times more MC, corresponding to
the luminosity in data, must be generated in order to estimate the contribution of fake
B signals.
Table 5. 1 lists B background contributions from 144 million B 0B0 MC and 88 million
B +B- MC events as well as 578,000 B 0 � ¢K2 , K2 � 1r 0 1r0 signal MC events. The
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Figure .
5 1: This diagram shows the general distribution of decay tracks from
BB events (a ) and continuum background events (b ) in the (r, <P ) CM frame.
Continuum background event particles travel in jets which group around op
posing axes (the thrust axes ) while BB events are isotropically distributed in
¢.

Table 5.1: The B background estimate from Monte-Carlo data sets shows a very
small background contribution from generic B decays. Estimates of the signal
yield in data are made based on either a sample of signal MC (first row ) or the
sample of B 0B0 generic MC (row four ). The difference in these two values is
attributed to the much higher uncertainty in the second value due to smaller
sample size.
Event Mode
signal MC
SXF signal
B 0B 0 MC
signal
background
0
f (980)K2
¢K *
<PT/
O
q>1r
n - ry p+ 1r + 1r B +B- MC

Events
generated
5 7 8k
14 4M

8 8M
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Events
passed
83 7 5 5
15 0 7 8
80
72
8
3
1
2
1
1
0

Yield in
2 00fb
18
3
2 1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

resulting data sets contained 72 signal events, eight B 013° background events, and zero
n + n- background events. We conclude that there is no significant background contri
bution from either B 013° or n +n- decays. Thus, these channels will not require a more
detailed treatment to be adequately accounted for.
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Chapter 6

Event Selection
6.1

Event Variables

The final event characterization is based on a set of discriminating variables that contain
the kinematic and topological information necessary to separate signal from background
events. We use four event variables: the beam-energy substituted mass (mEs), energy
difference (.6.E), Helicity (I cos 0H I), and Fisher Discriminant (F).

6.1.1

ffiE S

The beam-energy-substituted mass is defined as

(6. 1)
= J( s /2 + Pr · PB )2 /E} - P1J ,
where qy is the four-momentum of the Y(4S) , s = q} is the square of the center-of-mass
mEs

( CM) energy, py and pB are the three-momenta of the Y ( 48) and the B in the laboratory
frame, and Er = qi is the energy of the Y(4S) in the laboratory frame.

6. 1 . 2

�E

The beam-constrained energy of the candidate B meson is obtained as follows:
2ffiPB
2Ei
This is then used to calculate the energy difference
Ebe

=

S -

(.
6 2)

( 6.3 )

(Ei , Pi ) is the four momentum of the initial state, and (EB, PB) the four momentum of the
candidate B meson, both calculated in the laboratory; Ebe results from the assumption
that we have particle-antiparticle production with pB being the net three-momentum of
the decay products of particle and antiparticle.
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6. 1 . 3

Helicity

Angular momentum conservation in the decay of a pseudo-scalar ( J = 0) B meson to
the vector (J = 1) ¢ and pseudo-scalar K requires that the ¢ be produced with Helicity

zero. The subsequent decay of the ¢ into two kaons then yields a distribution of the

cosine of the decay angle of the kaon, in the rest frame of the ¢, with respect to the
direction of the ¢ in the B frame, cos 0 H, which shows a characteristic cos 2 0H behavior .
Continuum background is flat in this distribution.

6. 1 .4

Fisher Discriminant

The primary tools for separation of signal from continuum background events are the
topological (event shape ) variables Thrust angle,. B production angle, and Legendre
moments ( Lo and L2 ).
Thrust Angle

The continuum events form two back-to-back jets. The Thrust axis is defined as the
direction in the Y(4S) rest frame along which the sum of the longitudinal momentum
components of particles in the jets is maximized . We consider the cosine of the angular
difference between the thrust axes of the B candidate and the other charged and neutral
particles of the event, I cos BT I, which peaks at one for continuum events . For B events,
the two mesons are formed nearly at rest and the direction of their decay products are
uncorrelated. This results in a spherical shape of events and an uniform distribution of
cos 0T (Figure 6 . l (a ) ) .
B Production Angle

The B production angle (0B ) is formed by the B candidate with respect to the beam
axis ( z-axis ) in the Y( 4S) rest frame. This angle has a cos 0 B distribution for B meson
decays. In contrast, for continuum events, this angle is expected to have a nearly flat
distribution (Figure 6. 1(b ) ).
Legendre Moments

The sphericity of events can be further exploited by using the energy flow in 9consecutive
angular cones along the B candidate thrust axis . The shape of the flow in the 9bins is
characterized with a momentum-weighted Legendre polynomial: L = I:j Pj Lj , where Lj
is the jth Legendre polynomial [ 6 5 ] . The Legendre moments with highest discriminating
power, Lo and L2, are used as topological variables (F igures 6 . l (c ) and 6. l (d ) ).
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Figure 6.1: Distributions of the four topological variables used in continuum
background suppression for signal (solid red) and background (dashed blue)
including the Thrust angle (a), B production angle (b), £0 (c), and £2 ( d) with
arbitrarily normalization.
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Table 6. :1 Correlation coefficients for each combination of event shape variables
used for continuum background suppression
signal
£0
£2
Or
background
£0
£2
Or

£2

Or

OB

0. 04 2 8

- 0. 002 7
0. 7 6 7 5

- 0. 0 104
0. 00 6 4
0. 00 6 4

0. 5 7 4 2

0. 197 8
0. 5 7 8 4

- 0. 02 4 8
0. 003 0
- 0. 00 94

Combined Usage

Each of these variables provides significant background suppression. For example, the
requirement I cos Or i < 0. 9suppresses continuum background by a factor of 3 while the
signal is reduced by only 10% (Figure 6. l (a ) ). However ,these variables are strongly
correlated (Table 6. 1). Therefore ,requirements for the individual variables will result in
a stronger signal reduction as compared to an optimized cut in the multi-variable space.
This also makes the independent use of the variables in a likelihood fit impractical.
For each event ,we define a new variable F ,which consists of a linear combination of
the four event shape variables (xi - 4 ) with weights ( A 1 - 4 ):
4

F = L Ai X i ·
i=l

(6.4)

This new variable is known as a Fisher Discriminant (F ) [ 6 6]. Once optimized to separate
continuum events from B decays, it allows one to apply a quasi multi-variable criteria
for the purposes of continuum suppression.
The separating power is optimized by first setting the Fisher coefficients A i to random
values. Then two normal distributions are created by applying the Fisher calculation to
data sets consisting of either signal MC or sideband data (data excluding flE and mEs
values close to the expectation for B-decays that are representative of background ). The
Fisher coefficients are then varied in order to produce distributions for signal and back

ground that maximize the distance between their means. These optimized coefficients
are of universal use for continuum background suppression.
In chapter 7 we explore the use of multilayer perceptron (MLP ) algorithms, which
present potential for increased separating power as compared to the Fisher Discriminant.
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6.2

Final Event Selection

For the event pre-selection, we require
• mEs > 5. 2 1 GeV ,

• l�EI < 0. 1 5 GeV ,
• IFI <

4.0 ,

• icos(0T ) I < 0.9.
This reduces continuum background substantially while ensuring that the signal remains
nearly 100% contained within the remaining events.

6.2 . 1

Multiple Candidates

After the pre-selection, we find multiple reconstructed B 0 --+ <t>K2 candidates in a single
event. About 50% of all events contain two candidate signal events that satisfy our
criteria. We expect that this rate decreases with more stringent requirements. We make
a choice based on closeness to the decay particle hypothesis in terms of a x 2 probability:
(6.5)
We require a minimum probability of 0.00 5. It turns out that the K2 probability alone
resolves 8 5% of the candidates correctly, while the ¢ probability alone is 58%.

6.2.2

Photon Association Study

The 1r0 daughter particles of the K2 each decay into a pair of photons that register in
the EMC. We use these photon hits to reconstruct the K2 vertex and energy. In this
decay channel, there is a significant number of signal events that exhibit an incorrect
reconstruction of the 7r" o daughter particles of the K2. These reconstruction errors (known
as self cross-feed, or SXF , events) can occur three ways:
1. The event contains four reconstructed photons from the K2 that are descendant
from the pair of neutral pions, but these photons are not correctly assigned to the
pion parents.
2. The event has fewer than four photons correctly associated with the neutral pions.
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Figure 6.2: Signal Monte-Carlo shows significant differences in mEs (left ) and
�E (right) between well-reconstructed signal events (solid ) and SXF signal (er
ror bars ).Both histograms for SXF and good signal are normalized to the same
number of events.
3. The event contains other reconstruction errors that preclude correctly reconstructing the 1r photons.
0

Incorrect photon association distorts the reconstructed decay vertices and therefore the
photon direction.This changes the reconstructed energy, which depends on the photon
polar and azimuthal angles.The distributions for SXF events in the m ES and �E event
variables will be distorted (F igure 6.2 ).
We isolate and parameterize events with incorrect photon association using signal
Monte-Carlo. We compare the angular components of the reconstructed photon momenta
with the originally generated momentum components. We require that the residual
squared x2 < 0.02, where x2 = (Br - 09 ) 2 + (¢r - ¢9 )2 . We then define SXF events to be
those that do not satisfy the x2 criterion or have photons that are incorrectly grouped
to pion parents.With this definition, 1 5.3% of signal events are classified as SXF events.
The SXF categories are listed in Table 6.2.

6.3

Results

In Table 6.3, we present the efficiencies for the different criteria of event selection.From
5 7 8, 000 signal MC events, 2 8.8% of events pass the reconstruction and pre-selection.
The remaining efficiencies are calculated with respect to the number of events that pass
the pre-selection.Due to correlations among the parameters, the product of all partial
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Table .
6 2 : We used 57 8 , 0 0 0 signal MC events to determine the fraction of mis
association of 1r 0 photons. We find that 15.3% of events have photons that are
incorrectly associated with the 71'" 0 parent, are missing one or more photons, or
have other reconstruction errors that preclude correctly assigning the 71'" 0 pho
tons.
Photon assoc. type
correct assoc.
incorrect assoc.
photons = 3
photons = 2
photons = 1
photons = 0
other

Number of events
837 5 5
2 10
1 96 2
2 91
60
1 1 4 08
1 1 74

Rate
8.
47%
.
0 2 1 0%
.
1 99%
.
0 2 9%
.
0 0 6 0%
1 1. 5 %
.
1 1 6%

efficiencies is lower than the result of the combined application of all criteria. After all
criteria, the total reconstruction efficiency is 71 .1% with a negligible uncertainty, due to
MC statistics, of .
03%.
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Table 6.3: This analysis of pre-selection and event selection requirement effi
ciencies uses signal Monte-Carlo. All efficiencies following pre-selection are with
respect to the number of events passing pre-selection.
Item
generated (SP6)
pre-selection
m</>
m Es
D..E
thrust
ffi K s

D..t

aAt

K£ probability
K£ lifetime
COS a.xy

total efficiency

Eff.
Events
578000
166643 28.8%
95%
158707
166598 100%
90%
149759
89%
148359
166481 100%
98%
16371 5
95%
158016
88%
146614
95%
159138
95%
157736
17.1%
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Chapter 7

Use of Multi-layer Perceptron for
Background Suppression
In the following, we study an alternative approach to continuum background suppression
before resuming the branching fraction measurement.
A perceptron is a classification, or decision-making, algorithm that learns concepts
by repeatedly studying examples presented to it. It is a type of artificial neural network
invented in 19 5 7 at the Cornell aeronautical laboratory by Frank Rosenblatt [6 7]. It
was quickly proven that linear/single-layer perceptrons could not be trained to recognize
many classes of nonlinear-separable patterns [68] . Only by 1980 was it discovered that
multilayer perceptron (MLP) algorithms overcome such limitations.
Through the use of example data (consisting of input and desired output), the MLP
can be optimized (trained) to return an approximation to the desired result on any fu
ture (unknown) input data. There is evidence that analyses of B decays improve by
replacing the current Fisher Discriminant continuum background suppression with the
more complex MLP [69]. In this investigation, we determine the suitability of MLP back
ground suppression for our specific analysis and compare the results to other established
methods. We use the PAW [ 48] MLP implementation, MLPFIT [1] .

7. 1

The Multi-layer Perceptron

For our purpose, the MLP combines two or more discriminating variables into a sin
gle reduced set of variables. Ideally, this output variable still contains all the desired
information from the constituent inputs and their correlations (if any).
The MLP is based on solid mathematical grounds [ 70] . Figure 7 . 1 shows an MLP with
three input variables and one output variable. Input quantities are processed through
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Figure 7. 1: This diagram of a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) consists of an input,
an output, and one hidden layer. Each layer contains one or more nodes. Each
node is connected to every other node in adjacent layers by lines to represent
the weights used in the MLP calculation. The example MLP network consists of
three input nodes, two hidden layer nodes, and one output node. Equation 7.4
shows the equivalent mathematical notation for this specific MLP network.
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successive layers of "neurons" or "nodes" (represented by circles in the diagram). The
nodes on the left of the diagram represent the inputs and the single node on the right
represents the output of the MLP. Vertical columns of nodes in the diagram are called
layers. Each node in a given layer is connected to all other nodes in adjacent layers

by lines. The connecting lines represent the path that a value takes as it propagates
through the perceptron network.
Most perceptrons contain at least one extra layer of nodes in addition to the input
and output layers. These additional layers are referred to as hidden layers. With no
hidden layer, the MLP results in a simple linear combination of input values (similar to
the the Fisher discriminant). All problems which can be solved with an MLP can be

solved with only one hidden layer. However, the addition of a second hidden layer can
reduce the time required to train the network.
In Figure 7. 1, three input values start at the left side of the network. For each node
(j) in the next hidden or output layers we calculate a linear combination (Uj ) of all node
values (xi) from the previous layer:
(7. 1)
The lines in the network represent the weights A ij and are determined during the training
cycle from examples by minimizing the deviation, or Error, from a desired output. Given
a 1 x n matrix of desired output values (D i ) and a 1 x n matrix of the current output
values from the MLP (Xi ), the deviation is defined as the l 2 -norm of the difference
matrix A = D - X:
Error = IAI = �

t Al .

(7.2)

Each output from a hidden layer ( y) is modified according to a transfer function y' =
f (y). The resulting values are then used as input for the nodes in the next layer of
the network. This continues until the final output layer of nodes is reached and output
values are provided.
For this analysis we use a sigmoid as the transfer function:
f ( y)

=

1

1

+

(7.3)

An MLP with one hidden layer performs a linear combination of sigmoid functions of
the inputs. The use of the sigmoid function is motivated by two theorems:
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.1 A linear function of sigmoids can approximate a continuous function of one of more
variables. This allows one to obtain a continuous function to describe a finite set
of points when no underlying model is available.
2. Trained with desired answers of 1.0 for signal and 0. 0 for background, the approximated function is the probability of signal.
From the distribution of the variables for signal and background examples, we can extract
a probability value optimized for signal efficiency and background suppression. This
variable can also be introduced in the maximum likelihood fit.
For the example MLP (F igure .7 1) with three inputs ,one hidden layer with two
nodes, and one output, the explicit mathematical form of the network output is
M

= Aoo + f (Ao1 + A1 x 1 + A3x2 + A5x3)B1

+ f (Ao2 + A2x 1 + A4x2 + A6 x3)B2

or
M

= Aoo +

2

L
i=l

Bd (Aoi

+

L Ai k x k ) .
3

k=l

(7.4)

It is possible to write out the explicit mathematical form of any given MLP ,although
the results become unwieldy very quickly for all but the most simple networks. However,
this explicit form is useful when comparing the MLP to the F isher Discriminant.

7.2

Comparison with the Fisher Discriminant

The F isher Discriminant can be described as a linear form:

F=

n
L AiXi '

i= l

(7.5)

where n is the number of input variables for the discriminant , and the A x coefficients
are the input-specific weights applied to each input. An MLP network consisting of n
inputs, no hidden layers, and a single output simplifies to

M = Ao +

Ai x i .
L
i=l
n

(7.6)

This is identical to the F isher Discriminant form with the arbitrary normalization con
stant Ao set to zero. Thus, the F isher and MLP discrimination results can be compared
within the same software framework.
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7.3

Network Topology

Unlike the Fisher Discriminant, the MLP requires the specification of one or more hidden
layers ( each of which contains two or more nodes) . Hidden layers serve to quantify cor
relations between various combinations of the input variables. Where such correlations
exist, the hidden layers add discrimination power as compared to the Fisher Discrimi
nant. However, when no correlations exist there is no benefit from the added complexity
associated with the MLP. For this reason, it is important to experimentally determine
the _ optimum network complexity for each specific MLP instance. In our analysis, we
test various network sizes (number of nodes per hidden layer) using both one and two
hidden layers. Once an optimum network (having the lowest l 2 -norm) is determined, we
use the network in our comparison with the Fisher-equivalent MLP network.

7.4

Network Training

An important step in MLP use is the determination of the network weights A ij . The
weights are generally determined algorithmically in a process known as training. Training

requires a data set containing a large number of input variable values and the output
values desired from the MLP. The training data set should be large enough to ensure
reasonable coverage of the expected variable phase space. For background separation, we
choose a data set consisting of signal events (from MC) , with a desired output value of
1 .0, and an equal number of background events (from off-resonance data) , with a desired
output value of 0.0.
Along with the training data set is an identically prepared data set ( containing unique
data) which is used to gauge the progress of the training. The procedure consists of
training the MLP iteratively using the training data and then testing the resulting MLP
using the testing data. The testing is performed on a separate set of data in order to
combat the tendency of the MLP to become over-trained: the specific training sample
"signatures" can become encoded in the weights of the MLP when the complexity of
the MLP ( the number of weights) gets large compared to the number of unique training
samples. Although an over-trained network will perform well on the data it was trained
against, it may not perform well on other data.
Training is considered to be finished when the l 2 -norm of the error matrix (Equa
tion 7.2) is minimized. Throughout this analysis, separate training and testing data sets
are used, although relatively small MLP sizes and large number of training samples make
over-training unlikely.

8 1

7.4. 1

Training Methods

A number of training algorithms exist, all of which iteratively seek a minimization of the
network Error (Equation 7. 2 ). For each training iteration (known as a training epoch) ,
the Error is determined for the current state of the MLP by evaluating the MLP output
for the testing data. Based on a plot of the network Error versus epoch one can determine
when the network is optimally trained, namely, when the testing sample Error reaches
a minimum.
The most common training algorithm is known as stochastic minimization, an ap
plication of Robbins-Monro stochastic approximation [ 7 )1 to MLP optimization. This
approach proceeds by slightly modifying all MLP weights after each training example
based on the first derivative of the network Error versus weight value. This method is
not the most CPU-time efficient, but we find that it produces consistent results with
low final network Error as compared with the other training algorithms available. This
method is preferred for this analysis.

7.4.2

Training Procedure

We use equal amounts of off-resonance background data and Monte-Carlo simulated
signal data for the training and testing of the MLP networks. One might expect that
the background to signal ratio for testing would reflect the ratio expected in the data
analysis. However, since the ratio of background to signal events is expected to be
very large, the MLP networks would effectively only be trained on background data.
Therefore, by training on equal parts background and signal, the network gets equal
exposure to both and is thus not biased due to the training. We verify this by testing
MLP networks on control data sets with high background to signal ratios.
The inputs for the MLP are identical to that used for the Fisher Discriminant. Each
variable is first mapped onto the range (0, 1]. It is not critical exactly how this is accom
plished, however a monotonic map is best since it avoids possible loss of information.
It is possible that one or more of the MLP training algorithms is dependent on the
ordering of the data. We avoid this by passing the background and signal data sets
separately through a Fisher-Yates shuffling algorithm [ 7 2) to randomize the order before
splitting them into equal sized sets for training and testing.
We train the network for a fixed number of epochs which we have previously deter
mined will result in a sufficiently minimized network Error . Using a real-time plot of
the training and testing data set Errors versus training epoch, we can determine when
the MLP is optimally trained. The possibility of an over-training condition is indicated
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when the testing sample Error begins to increase after reaching a minimum. Figure 7. 2
shows the progression of MLP error versus training epoch for a number of network sizes.
Once the MLP network is optimally trained, the weights obtained from the training
are used to calculate the network output according to Equation 7. 4. We produce a
histogram of the network output from the testing sample events in order to visually
verify that the network is functioning properly. Figure 7. 3 shows the network output
from an MLP having five inputs and a single hidden layer with five nodes.

7.5

Results

We investigated the suitability of MLP background suppression techniques for the decays
,1.KLo (KL0 ) '
,1.Kso , KS0 --+ 1l'o 1l' o (KS0 ) and B 0 --+ 'f'
B0 --+ 'f'

7. 5 . 1
For the B 0

--+

</>K2, K2 --+ 11'0

1r

0

data sample, we prepared 4000 events of Monte-Carlo

simulated signal events and 4000 off-resonance events taken at 40 MeV below the Y(48)
resonance energy. We split each data set into 1000 events for training and 3000 events for
testing. In order to determine the optimum network size for this application, we inves
tigated networks with between one and nine hidden layer nodes. We used the stochastic
minimization algorithm to train each network for 10,000 epochs. Each network was
trained ten times, each time recording the minimum network Error achieved. We com
bined these ten minimum Errors to calculate the absolute minimum Error, the average
minimum Error, and the standard deviation of the minimum Error for each network size
(Table 7. 1).
The network with one hidden layer node is equivalent to the Fisher discriminant. The
MLP with five hidden layer nodes has the highest background separation performance.
However, it represents less than a 1 % performance improvement over the Fisher. We
therefore decided that this does not justify the computational overhead and used the
Fisher Discriminant for the </>K2 analysis.

</)K� Dataset

7.5.2

B0

For the

K2 data sample, we prepared a set of five discriminating variables from signal

�

Monte-Carlo and off-resonance data. We compared the training performance of a number
of alternate training methods and for three different network sizes (one, two, and five
hidden layer nodes). In order to compare the computing efficiencies of the alternate
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Figure 7.2: This plot shows the progress of the MLP network Error (Equa
tion 7.2) as a function of training epoch for three different network sizes. There
is an initial downward trend for all errors. However, larger networks can become
over-trained and eventually result in an increased error after a number of epochs
(as seen in the 3-20- 1 network after epoch 700). The training should be halted
when the error reaches a minimum.
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Figure 7 . 3: This shows the distribution of the MLP output for background
(shaded) and signal (clear) events in an optimized background separation MLP
consisting of four input nodes, four hidden layer nodes, and one output node.
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Table .
7 1: This is an investigation of the dependence of the final MLP output
Error on network size with the objective of choosing a network which results in
the lowest Error after a set number of training epochs ( 10, 000). All networks
used a single hidden layer. aError was calculated from ten separate training
attempts for each trial. For this data sample (B 0 """""* cpK�, K� --t 1r0 1r0 ) , there
appears to be little advantage in using a network having more hidden nodes
than number of input variables.
Hidden layer nodes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Error mi n
0.36 2 5
0.36 0 5
0.3 599
0.3 5 9 7
0.3 5 9 2
0.3 5 9 8
0.3 5 9 4
0.3 5 9 8
0. 3 5 9 3
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Erroravg
0.36 26
0.36 61
0.36 15
0.36 11
0.36 09
0.36 0 7
0.36 0 7
0.36 0 7
0.36 06

<7Error

0.0000 7 8
0.00099
0.00 12
0.00 12
0.00 12
0.0009
0.00 11
0.000 7
0.00 11

training algorithms, we recorded the minimum number of epochs required to reach a
minimized Error (Table 7. 2).
From these results, we concluded that training method #6 was generally the most
efficient but did not produce the most highly optimized network. The stochastic min
imization algorithm ( # 1) produced acceptable error but was among the less efficient
methods. It also performed better on larger network sizes. The MLP with five hidden
layers produced a significant improvement over the Fisher discriminant and therefore
was used for background suppression in the analysis of n ° ---. ¢K2 [7 3].

7.6

Conclusion

The primary purpose of this investigation is the evaluation of the suitability of an MLP
based background separation method over the currently used Fisher Discriminant. We
showed that the simple MLP network with no hidden layers and a single output is equiv
alent to the Fisher Discriminant and is thus a good indication of its performance on this
data set. We conclude that a small improvement in continuum background suppression
is possible through use of a more complex algorithm than the Fisher discriminant in the
n° ---. ¢K2 analysis.
In particular, a small MLP network size and the stochastic minimization training
algorithm is the optimal solution for the data sets we tested. This MLP consists of one
hidden layer and a number of hidden layer nodes equal to the number of MLP inputs.
More complex networks did not result in a sufficient increase in background separation
performance to warrant the increased training and evaluation time required.
The MLP turns out to provide significant improvement for the </JK2 final state (which
has high background due to its limited luminatic reconstruction).
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Table 7. 2: This is an investigation of the effect of training algorithm and MLP
network size on training speed and final MLP Error. Each network was suf
ficiently trained to ensure convergence of the Error to a minimum. Training
algorithms are detailed in Ref. [1] .
MLP size
5 --+ 1 --+ 1
5 --+ 1 --+ 1
5 --+ l --+ 1
5 --+ l --+ 1
5 --+ l --+ 1
5 --+ 1 --+ 1
5 --+ 1 --+ 1
5 --+ 2 --+ 1
5 --+ 2 --+ 1
5 --+ 2 --+ 1
5 --+ 2 --+ l
5 --+ 2 --+ 1
5 --+ 2 --+ 1
5 --+ 2 --+ 1
5 --+ 5 --+ 1
5 --+ 5 --+ 1
5 --+ 5 --+ 1
5 --+ 5 --+ l
5 --+ 5 --+ 1
5 --+ 5 --+ 1
5 --+ 5 --+ 1

Training Alg.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
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N epochs
5000
15000
15000
10000
10000
10000
10000
5000
10000
10000
1600
5000
400
100
6400
6400
6400
6400
6400
400
1600

Error min
0.317
0.3238
0.3175
0.3177
0.3177
0.3177
0.3177
0.315
0.332
0.318
0.314
0.316
0.312
0.318
0.312
0.330
0.317
0.3 1 1
0.317
0.318
0.333

Chapter 8

Analysis
The signal yield for the decay B 0 ---+ ¢K2, <P � K + K- , and K2 ---+ 1r 1r ---+ '"l"'l"Yr is
extracted with an extended maximum likelihood fit, taking full advantage of the statistics
0

0

with the knowledge of the distributions of the event variables. We also perform a cut
and-count analysis as a cross check on the signal yield.

8.1

Cut-and-Count Analysis

In a cut-and-count analysis, requirements for the event variable ranges, to select signal
and suppress background, are optimized either for a branching fraction (BF) measure
ment (with a significant signal observation) or for an upper limit measurement.
To calculate the branching ratio (Equation 8. 1 ) , we need to know the total number
of data events measured by the detector (227 x 106 events) and the total signal efficiency
(divided into reconstruction, decay, and cut efficiencies) . Reconstruction efficiency ( f rec )
is the ratio of signal events which pass the reconstruction of the decay channel as deter
mined by signal Monte-Carlo. The cut efficiency (fcut) is the ratio of signal events which
pass the cuts on the Fisher and Helicity variables. The decay efficiency (fdec ) is the ratio
between the branching fractions of the channel we wish to measure (B 0

---+

¢K0 ) and

· the decay final state that we use to measure it ( ¢ ---+ K + K- , K0 ---+ K2, K2 ---+

0

1r 1r

0

,

---+ ,, ) • This ratio is the product of probabilities of each constituent decay. Given
the number of signal events Ns we calculate the BF as follows:

1r

0

(8. 1 )
From the branching fraction, BF(B 0 ---+ ¢K0 )
BF(¢ ---+ K + K- )

=

0.491, BF(K0 ---+ K2)
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=

=

8.6 x 10- 6 [74], and the sub-decays

0.5, and BF(K2 ---+

0

1r 1r

0

)

=

0.3 [23] ,

we expect to observe about 2 0 signal events and, therefore, optimize our cuts with the
expectation of a signal observation.
We define a signal region (signal box ) and a background region (sideband ) in the
!::,.E versus mEs plane.The input samples are on-resonance and off-resonance data (for
background) and Monte-Carlo (MC ) simulated signal events.We perform the optimiza
tion with a blinded procedure in which the data events in the signal region are explicitly
excluded [ 7 ]5 until signal yield and all background contributions are determined, and the
systematic uncertainties in the BF are estimated.

8. 1 . 1

Optimized Cuts

There are a number of criteria ("Figures of Merit" ) which can be used to determine
optimal requirements on the event variables.Given the number of signal events (Ns ) and
number of background events (Nb ) which pass a given criterion, commonly used Figures
of Merit are the signal purity N8 /(N8 + Nb ) and the signal significance N8 / .../N8 + Nb.
For the purposes of a BF measurement we chose the signal significance Figure of Merit.
We use the four event variables (mEs, l::,.E, Fisher, and Helicity ), and optimize criteria
for the F isher Discriminant and the Helicity variables, scanning the full 2-dimensional
parameter space. Optimum requirements are :F > - 1.17 5 (suppressing 7 2% of back
ground and 41% of signal ) and I cos 0H I > 0.3 6 1(suppressing 3 2% of background and
%
5 of signal ). The combined requirement suppresses 8 1% of background and 18% of
signal. Scan projections of the estimated signal significance versus event variable re
quirement are shown in Figure 8.1for the Fisher Discriminant and Figure 8. 2 for the
Helicity variable.

8. 1 .2

Counting Analysis

We define a 2a wide signal region in the l::,.E versus mEs plane around the signal peak:
the interval ( 5.2 7, 5 . 2 9) GeV/ c 2 for mEs and (- 0.12, 0.0 5 6 ) GeVfor l::,.E (Figure 8.3 ).The
resolutions (a) are obtained from signal Monte-Carlo.We also define a region dominated
by background known as the Grand Sideband (GSB) as mEs < 5 . 2 6 5 GeV/ c2 . We use the
GSB region in addition to the portion of !::,.E outside of the signal region to estimate the
number of background events in the signal region.Regions for the GSB, l::,.E sidebands,
and the signal box are listed in Table 8.1and presented in Figure 8.4.
We assume that the l::,.E distribution in regions outside the signal box are representa
tive of background events in the signal region.We confirm this with Monte-Carlo studies
of continuum background, using on-resonance samples, to show that contributions from
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Table 8.1: The three regions used for the cut-and-count analysis : �E sideband,
Grand Sideband, and the signal region
Region
�E sideband
Grand Sideband
Signal Region

Range
�E > 0.05 6 GeV
�E < - 0.12 GeV
mEs < 5. 2 65 GeV/ c2
mEs > 5.2 7 GeV/ c2
- 0.12 GeV< �E < 0.05 6 GeV
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Figure 8. 4: The regions in �E and mEs listed in Table 8 . 1 are identified on the
plot: �E sideband ( a, b, e, and f), Grand Sideband ( a, c and e), and the signal
region (d).
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Table 8. 2: These correlation coefficients between the event variables (from signal
Monte-Carlo and sideband on-resonance background events ) include the mea
sured proper decay time difference t1t between the two B mesons in the event
and the error afit · The variables will be explained in detail in Section 8.3. 2.

t1E

Fisher

I cos 0H I

Signal Monte-Carlo
0.0 6 17
0.00 5 1 0.0007
mEs
- 0.00 5 6 - 0.002 6
t1E
Fisher
- 0.002 2
I cos 0H I

t1t

Sideband Data
- 0.02 2 0
mEs

t1E

Fisher
I cos 0H I

0.02 27
- 0.002 8

t1t

afit

0.002 0 - 0.0 104
- 0.004 9 - 0.04 93
0. 00 14
0.0 10 5
0.00 95
- 0.00 12
- 0.0 194

- 0.0 5 6 1 0.02 91 - 0.0 5 7 9
0.004 8
0.02 96 - 0.002 8
0.04 8 5 - 0.04 5 8
0.04 16
- 0.03 27
0.0 6 8 3
0.114 6

t1t

B background are negligible (see Chapter .
5 2 ). We also compare background variable
shapes in on and off-resonance data.Furthermore ,the correlation coefficients among the
event variables in Monte-Carlo signal and sideband data (Table 8.2 ) are measured to be
small enough to justify that the variables can be treated independently.We parameterize
the f1E distribution with a linear function f(x) = N(l + m · x) (where m is the slope
and N is the number of events ) and fit it to data events in the GSB region (F igure 8. 5 ).
The slope is the only relevant parameter for calculation of the ratio of background events
between the signal region and the f1E sidebands.
We fit the GSB events to a phase-space (Argus shape ) function [7 6] shown in Fig
ure 8. 6:
( 8.2 )
With x = mEs ,the parameters for the Argus function are the shape parameter ( and
the end point x 1 (the largest non-zero value the function can take ). For on-resonance
data, we fix the end point to x 1 = .
5 2 9GeV/ c2 and fit for the shape parameter in the f1E
sidebands.We cross-check the fit for the shape parameter with events in the GSB.With

the shape parameter known, we integrate the Argus function in both the sideband and
signal regions.The ratio of the integrals is the scale factor for the number of background
events in the signal box (Figure 8.7 ).
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Figure 8. 7: We calculate the number of background events expected in the mEs
signal region (right shaded area ) by scaling the number of events counted in
the GSB (left shaded area ) by the ratio of areas under the fitted Argus shape
function.
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The total scale factor between the signal region (SR) and GSB is the product of the
scaling factors for �E and ffi ES · We estimate the number of background events in the SR
by counting and scaling the events in the GSB and then subtract the background events
from the observed number of data events in the SR. We calculate the BF to according
to Equation 8. 1 to be

BF(B0

-t

¢K0 ) = (5. 2 1 ± 2. 4 6) x 1 0- 6 .

(8.3)

Quantitative results for the counting analysis are presented in Table 8.3.

8. 1 .3

B Background

The introduction of signal-like background from B +B- and B0B0 events has not been
explicitly taken into account in this analysis. From our analysis of B 0B0 generic Monte
Carlo data, we found that no such background events pass the reconstruction require
ments.From B +B- background study we expect 2. 3 background (primarily from ° K 0

/

events). However, due to energy leakage, these events appear lower in � E than our
signal and are unlikely to appear in the signal box.

8. 1 .4

Box-counting Cross-check

We perform another consistency check with -� pure box-counting method. Figure 8.8
shows the 6 regions of interest in our � E versus mEs plot. To a good approximation,
the background events are linearly distributed in ·� E. This allows us to use the number
of events in each region, Ni , (labeled i = "a" through "f' in Figure 8.8 ) to calculate the
number of background events in the signal region "d" , Nd :

Our final event counts for the 5 known regions are as follows: Na = 4 6, Nb = 1 0,
Ne = 97, Ne = 2 0, and NJ = 4 . We find Nd = 3 4 events in the signal region, Nbkg =
2 0. 2 ± 6. 6 background events, and therefore Nsig = 13.8 ± 8.8 signal events. With the
reconstruction, cut, and decay efficiencies as well as the total number of B B events, the
BF of B0 -t ¢K0 is
(8. 5 )
BF(B0 -t ¢K0 ) = (5.8 ± 3.7 ) x 1 0- 6 ,
which is in good agreement with our previous estimate.
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Table 8.3: Results from the Cut and Count cross-check analysis for signal yield
Item
6E slope
6E scale factor
from 6E sideband
mEs shape parameter
mES scale factor
from GSB (cross-check, unused)
mEs shape parameter
Total scale factor (GSB -t Signal Region)
Event Counting
GSB background
Signal Region background
Data in Signal Region
0bserved signal
NB R

Reconstruction efficiency ( Erec )
Signal (background) cut efficiency
Fisher > - .
1 175
Helicity > 0.3 6 1
combined Ecut
Decay efficiency [2 3]
q> -t K+KKo -t Kos
Kos -t 1ro 1r o
1r

0

-t ,,

combined Edee
B F (B0 -t ¢K 0 )

98

V
alue
- .
135 ± 0.3 9
0.6 12 3 ± 0.007 3
-2 .
14 ± 6.2
0.2 17 ± 0.02
- 2 0.4 ± 6.8
0.13 3 2 ± 0.0 12 3
16 3 ± 12.8 events
2 .
17 ± 2.6 events
34 ± 5.8 events
12.3 ± 5.8 events
2 27 x 10° events
( 17 ± 0.3)%
8 6% ( 2 8%)
95% ( 6 8%)
8 2% ( 19%)
( 4 9.2 ± 0.6)%
5 0%
( 3 1.05 ± 1.4)%
( 98.7 98 ± 0.03 2) 2 %
(7.4 6 ± 0.0 97 1)%
(5.2 1± 2.4 6) X 10-o

J). 1 5

·a

0. 1

b

0.05
0
- 0.05
-0. 1
- 0. 1 5

f
5.22

5.24

5.2 6

5 .28

mES
Figure 8.8: This plot of post-cut experimental data shows the signal region
(cross-hatched). The region 5. 26 GeV/c2 < mEs < 5. 2 7 GeV/c2 (diagonal lines)
between the sideband region and the signal region is ignored for background
estimates.
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8.2

Maximum Likelihood Fit t o Event Yields

We use a maximum likelihood estimation to deduce the number of signal and background
events. In our model, event variables distribute according to certain functional forms
established from Monte Carlo simulations and data control samples for signal and from
Monte Carlo simulations, side-band data, and off-resonance data for background . The
normalized functions are used as probability density functions (PDF ). For each event in
the data set, the probability that this event occurs is the product of the PDF s. The
complete likelihood is defined as
L = exp(-

x)

L Ni ) IT (L N Pt (x(a))) k '
M

i=l

N

M

(8 .6)

z

k=l l=l

x

where the Pz (a, are the product of PDF s for each of the fit input variables (charac
terizing signal or background). Their parameters a are extracted beforehand and fixed

in the fit. The Pi are summed over two terms , one for signal and one for background
(M = 2 ) , with the Nz being the corresponding event yields. The first term takes the

Poisson fluctuations in the total number of events into account. This likelihood is called
extended maximum likelihood [ 3 8] . The Nz are the only free parameters in the likelihood

maximization.
To construct the likelihood function and perform the maximization on the recon
structed data, we use the RooFit [ 5 0] package, developed for the BABAR experiment. It
minimizes the quantity - l n(L) using the MINUIT fitting package [77] . The correspond
ing x2 is defined as
,
x2 = - 2 · ln (�)
( 8. 7 )
Lmax
with Lmax the maximum likelihood value. The statistical significance S of the fitted
signal yield Nsig is
L(Nsig = 0)
)
8 = _ 2 . ln (
(8.8)
Lmax

Our maximum likelihood fit is based on the four event variables that we established
previously : mEs , �E, Fisher discriminant, and I cos 0H I · The maximum likelihood fit
to event yields is done in such a way that it can be extended to a CP asymmetry fit.
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8.2. 1

Event Variable Parameterization

We model each event variable distribution with phenomenological functions. Whenever
possible, the PDF form is based on known physics processes or statistical understanding.
We divide the signal Monte-Carlo set into well reconstructed and self cross-feed (SXF)
events. For each variable we construct PDFs on the two sets separately and add them

with a relative fraction to form a total signal PDF : PDF tot = ( 1 - /) PDF 1 + f PDF 2 .
The / is the relative fraction which is fixed in our fit to / = 0.85 ( as determined from
our photon-association study in Section 6.2.2 ) . For the continuum background, the event
variable distributions in the two categories "well-reconstructed" and "SXF" are identical.
The B-decay background and event variable differences between the two categories are
insignificant.
The mEs PDF for well-reconstructed signal events is described by a sum of two
Gaussians (N = l ; double-Gaussian) :

L /i Gi (x) + ( 1 - fn)GN (x) ,

N- 1
i=O

(8.9)

with x = mEs , m i the mean and ai the standard deviation for Gaussian i, which can be
written as:
(8. 1 0)

The mEs PDF for SXF events is a sum of three Gaussians ( N = 2) . The (continuum)
background mEs distribution is modeled with an Argus shape function [ 76] , with the
endpoint fixed at 5. 29 GeV/ c2 .
For well reconstructed events, the �E PDF is a bifurcated Gaussian plus a poly
nomial of degree 1 (linear). In the bifurcated Gaussian, the standard deviation a is
parameterized as a step-function:

a(x)

= {0"1

a2

x<µ
X ?:_ µ

(8. 1 1 )

This results in a Gaussian distribution having a left tail with a length defined by a 1
and a right tail with a length defined by a2 . For SXF events, the PDF is a sum of a
symmetric Gaussian and a linear term. The background �E PDF is a linear function.
The Fisher discriminant is parameterized with a double Gaussian for both well
reconstructed and SXF events and with a single Gaussian for background.
The cosine of the Helicity angle for the signal is expected to distribute according
to a cos2 0n function. Hence, we parameterize it with a second-order polynomial. The
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background is expected to distribute nearly uniformly. We parameterize it with a linear
function.
The parameterization and parameters are summarized in Table 8. 4. Figure 8. 9shows
these PDFs fit to well-reconstructed signal MC events, and Figure 8. 10 shows the PDFs
for SXF signal MC events.

8.2.2

Fit Stability Analysis

We test the stability, variation, and potential bias of the yield fit result with fits to data
sets generated from the model PDFs ( toy MC ) . Each sample statistically reflects the
expected signal and background composition and the distribution of the event variables
in the data by randomly choosing events based on the event probabilities . Since these
toy events are generated from independent PDFs, there are no correlations between the
different variables, as is possible in real data. For our analysis, correlations between the
four event variables are negligible (see Table 8. 2 ) . Hence, toy MC is appropriate to study
the fit characteristics. The distribution of the fitted signal yield from 2 000 toy data sets .
with expected 19signal and 1100 background events is displayed in Figure 8. 11(left ).
The width of the distribution is about 6. 4. The distribution in Figure 8. 11is the pull
(or normalized Gaussian ) defined as:

N - No
pull = --- ,
( 8. 12 )
a
where No = 19is the mean and a the event-by-event error on the yield N . This quantity
is expected to be centered at zero and to have a width of 1.0. The mean of the pull
distribution in Figure 8. 11is marginally different from 0. 0 and the width is consistent
with 1.0.
As a cross check, we test the influence of residual correlations among the signal
variables by randomly picking 19signal events from a set of fully reconstructed MC
events and mixing them together with background events as generated from PDFs. In
100 such mock fits we did not observe any bias.
We also provide a comparison of the event-by-event likelihood values from toy sets
and from real data. They are plotted in Figure 8. 12 with a logarithmic event scale.
The compatibility between the likelihood distributions for toy MC (solid histogram ) and
data (points with error bars ) is an indication that the likelihood treatment of data is
well modeled by the toy MC analysis.
From the toy MC analysis, we can conclude that our PDFs are an unbiased repre
sentation of the variable distributions in data and that the expected statistical error of
the signal yield is 6. 4 events.
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Table 8.4: Parameterization of the event variable PDFs for the final state B 0
GeV)
Variable Signal
mEs
Double Gaussian
mo = 5.280 ± 0.00028
uo = 0.0028 ± 0.00021
m1 = 5.275 ± 0.00025
u1 = 0.0045 ± 0.0008
f = o.85 ± 0:01 1

......
0
c:,...,

6.E

Fisher

I cos OHi

Bifurcated Gaussian + Polynomiali
mo = -0.0092 ± 0.0006
UL = 0.0291 ± 0.0004
<JR = 0.0519 ± 0.0007
slope = -6.06 ± 0.13
I = 0.0989 ± 0.0059
Double Gaussian
mo = -0. 701 ± 0.073
uo = 0.676 ± 0.021
m1 = 0.210 ± 0.050
<11 = 0.596 ± 0.015
I = 0.458 ± 0.069
Polynomial2
linear = -25.6 ± 16.3
quad = 1258.0 ± 1200

-+

</>K8 (11"0 11"0 ) (kinematic quantities in

SXF Signal
Triple Gaussian
mo = 5.280 ± 0.00014
uo = 0.0030 ± 0.000078
m1 = 5.265 ± 0.0047
u1 = 0.0081 ± 0.0020
m2 = 5.275 ± 0.00064
u2 = 0.0045 ± 0.0003
lo = 0.666 ± 0.0416
/i = 0.0270 ± 0.01 73
Gaussian + Polynomial1
mo = -0.00384 ± 0.0026
u = 0.00511 ± 0.0029
slope = -6.04 ± 0.144
! = 0.461 ± o.0414
Double Gaussian
mo = -0.719 ± 0.13
uo = 0.680 ± 0.043
m1 = 0.225 ± 0.22
<11 = 0.574 ± 0.040
I = o.350 ± 0.14
Polynomiah
linear = -18.0 ± 8.63
quad = 523.5 ± 297 .3

Background
Argus Function
� = -22.0 ± 3.85

Polynomial 1
slope = -1 .33 ± 0.34

Gaussian
mo = -1 .57 ± 0.022
u = 0.706 ± 0.016

Polynomial 1
slope = 0.324 ± 0. 136 .

•
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Figure 8.9: The Four event variable parameterizations for well-reconstructed
signal events fitted on signal MC data with an arbitrary normalization
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Figure 8.10: The parameterizations of the four event variables for SXF signal
events fitted on SXF signal MC with arbitrary normalization
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Figure 8.1 1 : T he left figure shows the distribution of our result Nsig from fits to
2000 toy data set. T he dotted line represents our result. T he right plot shows
the "pull" distribution of the signal yield from these fits. T he variable "pull" is
explained in the text. Both histograms have an arbitrary normalization.
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Figure 8.1 2: Histograms of per-event log(likelihood) for toy MC (solid) and
experiment data (points with error bars) show that the likelihood treatment is
similar for both sets of events. Event yields have been normalized and are shown
on a logarithmic scale.
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8.2.3

Systematic Uncertainties

In the following we estimate the dominant systematic uncertainties for the signal yield.

Fit Parameters
Our PDFs for signal are modeled on signal MC and the parameters are then fixed in
the final fit. The uncertainty in these parameters in the fit to MC events is negligible
due to the large amount of available signal MC. The agreement in event variable dis
tributions in MC and data is tested with data control samples with larger sample size
such as B 0

---+

J/'l/JKs , Ks

---+ 1r 0 1r0

and inclusive Ks

---+ 1r0 1r

0

[78] ; the differences do

not contribute significantly. The systematic uncertainties for the PDF parameters is
estimated by varying each parameter independently in the fit by plus and minus one
standard deviation while fixing all other parameters except the signal and background
yield. The corresponding shift in Nsig is taken as the systematic error of the respective
parameter. The uncertainties from all fixed parameters in the fit are added in quadrature
to calculate the total systematic error (see Table 8.5).

Reconstruction Efficiency of 1r 0
There is a 3% systematic uncertainty in the efficiency associated with each

1r 0

due to

corrections of the photon energies. This was established by the neutral hadron analysis
working group of BABAR from large data control samples [79] .

SXF Fraction
The fraction of SXF signal events is determined from signal MC, but the error on this
value due to differences between MC and data is difficult to measure. The recommended
procedure in BABAR [80] is to study the effect on the yield by a ± 1 0% variation in the
fraction . We modify the SXF fraction by ±10% and take the resulting change in Nsig as
the systematic error.

B ° Counting
There is an error associated with the counting of BB events from the Pep-II luminosity
of ± 1 . 1 % [81 ].

Total
Systematic uncertainties from all sources are added in quadrature. They are presented
in Table 8.6.
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Table 8.5: T he systematic error due to signal PDF parameters is evaluated by
calculating the relative shift of the number of signal events Nsig due to a shift
in each PDF parameter by ± 1 standard deviation . T he component errors were
added in quadrature for the total PDF parameter systematic error.
Value
Parameter
Well-reconstructed Signal PDF
5 .28
mEs G. mean1
2.82 X 10- 3
mEs G. a1
5 .275
mEs G. mean2
X 10- 3
4.46
a2
mEs G.
0.865
mEs G1,2 ratio
-9.28 X 10- 3
�E G. mean
5 . 1 1 X 10- 2
�E G. a1
2.87 X 10- 2
�E G. a2
-6.208
�E slope
0. 109
�E weight
-0. 734
:F G. mean1
0.665
:F G. a1
0. 198
:F G. mean2
0.595
:F G. a2
0.484
:F G1,2 ratio
-20.759
7t linear term
1 .98 X 10 3
7t quadratic term
SXF Signal PDF
5.281
mEs G. mean1
3 .00 X 10- 3
ffi E S G. 0'1
5 .267
mEs G. mean2
7 . 1 7 X 10- 3
ffiES G . 0'2
5.275
m E S G. mean3
4.33 X 10- 3
ffi E S G. 0'3
0.633
mEs G 1 ,2 ratio
4 . 19 X 10- 2
mEs G1,3 ratio
-4.09 X 10- 2
�E mean
5.13 X 10- 2
�E a
-5.901
�E linear term
0.463
�E component ratio
-0.717
:F G. mean1
:F G. a1
0.676
0.229
:F G. mean2
0.569
:F G. a2
0.359
:F G1,2 ratio
- 10.017
7t linear term
3 .56 X 10 2
7t quadratic term
Background mEs endpoint 5.29
Total fit parameter systematics
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Error on Nsig
± 1 .9 X
± 1 .4 X
± 1 .6 X
±5.5 X
±6.7 X
±4.2 X
±4.7 X
±2.8 X
±9 . 1 X
±4.3 X
±4.4 X
± 1 .3 X
±3.0 X
±9.0 X
±4.0 X

10- 5
10- 5
10- 4
10- 5
10- 3
10- 4
10- 4
10- 4
10- 2
10- 3
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 3
10- 2

± 1 .2

10 3

±5.8

X

± 1 .2 X
±6 . 1 X
± 1 .5 X
±5.0 X
±4.4 X
±1.7 X
±3.3 X
±1 .2 X
±1 .9 X
±2.2 X

10- 4
10- 5
10- 3
10- 4
10- 4
10- 4
10- 2
10- 2
10- 3
10- 3

±3. 1 X
± 1 .4 X
± 1 .0 X
±2 . 1 X
± 1 .3 X
±1.1 X

10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2

±1.5
±3.8

10 2
10- 4

±0. 1 1

±3.6

X

X

0.06%
0.16%
0.12%
0.06%
0. 16%
0.23%
0.07%
0.24%
0.06%
0.15%
0.95%
0.27%
0.92%
0. 14%
2.21%
0 . 1 1%
0. 18%
0 . 10%
0.11%
0.07%
0.01%
0.15%
0.08%
0 . 1 0%
0. 14%
0.04%
0 . 1 7%
0.07%
0 . 1 7%
0.07%
0.05%
0.09%
0.04%
0. 12%
0.07%
0.03%
2.6%
±3. 1%

Table 8. 6: Estimate of the total yield fit systematic error sources
Error
Source
PDF parameters (Table 8 .5) 3. %
1
1r reconstruction efficiency
4. 2%
SXF fraction
3.6%
B counting
1. %
1
total systematic error
6.4%
0

8.2.4

Result

The final extended maximum likelihood fit extracts signal and background yields together
with all background parameters except the mEs endpoint (see Table 8.7 ). The fit with
1 1 2 9 data events . results in
(8. 3
1 )
Nsig = 1 9
.6! t�.
This corresponds to a B0
BF(B 0

-+

-+

¢K0 branching fraction (Equation 8. 1) of

¢K 0 ) = ( .
0 4 2(syst)) x 1 0- 6 •
6 6! �:i(stat) ± .

(8 . 14)

The statistical significance of the measurement is X = y'- 2 ln Lo/L max = 5. 6 where
Lo is the likelihood evaluated at Nsig = o. We plot - ln LI L max versus Nsig in Fig
ure 8.13. Figure 8. 14 shows the distributions of the four event variables with the result
of the maximum likelihood fit superimposed (solid line). For demonstration purpose the
signal in those plots is enhanced by a requirement on the event likelihood: the PDF for
the respective variable is removed from the likelihood calculation and then a criterion
is applied to the ratio of the probabilities (or partial likelihoods) for signal (Ls ) and
background (LB):
Ls
(8.15)
r
< Ls

+ LB '

with r chosen to suppress background. The efficiency for signal and background is
evaluated with MC events. The fit result is scaled accordingly.

1 09

Table 8. 7: Results from the branching fraction analysis
Item
Background Parameters
!::,.E slope
F mean
Fa
1t slope
Nbkg
Ns i g

N(BB)
Reconstruction efficiency ( f ree )
Decay efficiency [23]
¢ -+ K+K Ko -+ Kos
Kos -+ 1r o 1r o
71" 0 -+ ''
combined Edee
BF(B 0 -+ ¢ K0 )

Value
- 1 .33 ± 0.34
- 1 .57 ± 0.02
0.71 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.14
1 1 1 0 ± 34
19.6 � t �
227 x 106 events
(17 ± 0.3) %
( 49.2 ± 0.6)%
50 %
(31 .05 ± 1 .4)%
(98.798 ± 0.032) 2 %
(7.46 ± 0.0971)%
(6.6�t6(stat) ± 0.42(syst) ) x 10 -6
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Figure 8. 14: Likelihood-enhanced plots of the four event variables showing signal above the background level (dashed)

8.3

GP Analysis

8.3. 1

Introduction

The time-dependent CP asymmetry between B 0 and fJO measures the GP-violation in
the interference between mixing and decay. From the branching fraction analysis, the
signal yield is 1 9 events. This is the maximum number of events that will be usable for
the final CP fit. Since this is a very rare decay, the CP result for this channel alone
will have a very low significance. Therefore, we choose to combine the B 0 -+ </JK2,
K2 ._. 1r0 1r0 channel with the K2 -+ 1r + 1r- and ¢K2 channels for the CP fit. This in
turn enhances the overall significance of the CP measurement for n ° _. ¢K0 •
The likelihood fit for the CP asymmetry in each channel is the product of the yield
likelihood, as prepared-in the previous section, and a likelihood that takes the proper time
· dependencies into account. Only part of the preparation of the latter and the support
in its application was subject of this work. For completeness, we describe the full CP
analysis in the following, though for details we refer to BABAR publications Ref. [ 18 ].

8.3.2

Strategy

In BABAR, neutral B mesons are produced in quantum-entangled pairs from the decay
of the Y(4S) resonance. As a consequence, the flavor of the two partners is only known
at the moment one of the two decays. The overall time-dependent amplitude describing
the propagation and decay of the system depends only on the difference in time between
the two B decays. For the measurement of CP violation in the interference between
mixing and decay, one B, Bree , is fully reconstructed into the CP eigenstate ¢K 0 , while
the other B, Btag , is partially reconstructed to provide the timer start and the flavor tag
at the time of its decay.
Figure 8.15 shows the schematic of a time-dependent CP measurement in BABAR.
The z-axis indicates the beam direction. Electrons with an energy of 9 GeV move in
the positive z direction, and positrons with 3. 1 GeV of energy move in the negative z
direction so that the direction of the resulting boost of {3, = .0 5 6 is in positive z. {3 = v /c
is the velocity v of the Y(4S) in the laboratory frame divided by the speed-of-light, and ,
is the relativistic dilation factor (, = 1/ J 1 - {32 ) . Due to the low transverse momentum
(PT < 3 0 0MeV/c) of the B mesons in the Y(4S) center-of-mass system (CMS), the B
mesons have mostly longitudinal momentum along z and the transverse direction can be
neglected (for demonstration purpose the figure exaggerates the transverse dimension).
Due to the boost, the typical separation of decay vertices in z, �z = 3 0 µm, in the CMS,
is stretched out to an average of �z = 2 5 0 µm. The proper decay time difference �t
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y
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v

Btag tracks, 0s

Figure 8.15: Schematic of the measurement of the time-dependent GP asymme
try in neutral B decays with the BABAR experiment
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between the Bree and Btag decay vertices (fl.t
from the vertex separation fl.z:

fl.t

=

t ree - ltag ) in the event is calculated

= fl.z/((3,c ) .

( 8. 16 )

As a consequence, the time-dependent measurement is independent from the primary
production vertex, or beam spot ,which has typically a much larger uncertainty than
the vertices. The vertex reconstruction benefits from the increased decay lengths. The
production point in Figure 8. 15 is the result of a combined fit to both B vertices and
the beam spot.
The GP asymmetry is defined as:
( 8. 17 )
where Nt;f (fl.t ) is the number of events with a B tagged as B 0 at the time difference
fl.t ,Nt;f (fl.t ) is the corresponding number of events with lJO tags.
The decay time distributions N1°{ 130 (fl.t ) for the B0 ---+ </)K� decay signals are ex
1
pected to have the following functional form:
J± (fl.t )

=e

-l�tl/r
[ 1± 81 sin(fl.mdfl.t ) =f G1 cos (fl.m dfl.t )] .
47

( 8. 18 )

The upper sign denotes a decay accompanied by a B 0 tag ,the lower one by a fJ O tag .
The T is the B0 lifetime and fl.md is the mixing frequency. The S1 and G1 are the
parameters measuring GP violation in the interference between mixing and decay and
direct GP violation, respectively. Assuming that the decay is dominated by Standard
Model decay amplitudes, we expect SI � - sin 2(3 and GI = 0.

8.3.3

Measurement of �t

In determining the location of the reconstructed B meson (Bree ) vertex, all of the charged
tracks that make up Bree are used. In this analysis ,these are the two charged kaon tracks
from the ¢ decay with some information from the K� direction. The tracks are fit to a
common B vertex while varying track geometry parameters and momenta within their
errors. The RMS resolution of the z position of the B ree vertex is approximately 8 0µm for
99% of the Bree candidates. The tagging B meson vertex is formed by all charged tracks

in the event that are not used in reconstructing Bree · Electron and positron candidates
that appear to originate from , ---+ e + e- conversions are rejected. The Btag tracks are
also subjected to a vertex fit. Tracks with large x 2 contributions (> 6 ) are removed
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one at a time, and the fit is repeated until all remaining tracks pass this requirement.
This reduces the bias in the vertex position due to longer living D mesons. Finally ,
Bree and Bt ag vertices are fit together with the beam spot ,within their resolution (see
Figure 8.15 ), to extract ll.z. The ll.z RMS resolution of 190µm is limited by the Bt ag
vertex position resolution, as determined from Monte-Carlo simulations. The relative
uncertainty introduced by misalignment of the vertex detector (SVT ) is only about 0.2%.
The boost factor in Eq. 8.16 is calculated from the beam energies, which are measured
every 5 seconds , while keeping the relative uncertainty below 0.1%.
The measured ll.t distributions for signal and background ,F± (ll.t ), is described by a
convolution of the real time evolution ,f± (ll. t ), and the detector resolution function, 'R ,
as:
F± (t.t)

=

j

- oo

d(M)n(t.t - M)J± (t.t') ,

( 8 . 19)

with the same sign convention as in Eq. 8.18. The 'R is a phenomenological function
written in terms of the residual Dt = ll.t - ll.ttrue , where ll.ttrue can be the true time dif
ference from Monte-Carlo simulation. Nevertheless, the resolution function is dominated
by the precision of the tagging vertex , so it is possible to extract its parameters from a
fit to a large, fully reconstructed sample of B mesons with known B ree flavor (see below
for Bflav sample ).
For BABAR GP measurements , the signal resolution function is typically represented
by a sum of three Gaussian distributions: the core ,tail ,and outlier components . For
the core and tail Gaussians , we use the measurement errors cr(ll.t ) derived for each event
but modified with a scale factor close to 1that accommodates an overall under- or
overestimate of the errors for all events. The presence of D mesons in the Bt ag decays
biases the ll. t distribution in a small but systematic way. The D meson lifetime is long
enough to displace somewhat the true Btag vertex , because in the reconstruction we
require that all decay products originate from one common vertex point . We ,therefore,
allow for non-zero means in the two central Gaussians. Furthermore, D mesons flying
perpendicular to the z direction result in a somewhat better resolution than D mesons
flying along the z direction in the laboratory. We take this correlation into account
by scaling the mean offsets with the event-by-event error cr(ll.t ) . The third Gaussian
accounts for fewer than 1% of events with incorrectly reconstructed vertices .
The background is dominantly combinatorial (continuum background ), as established
in the branching fraction analysis. It is expected to exhibit no time-dependence (prompt
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decays) for (u, d, s) continuum events (a constant). The time dependence for (cc) contin
uum events with D meson production is exp(- l �t l/Tc), where Tc is the average charmed
meson lifetime. The time resolution function for the background consists only of the core
and the outlier Gaussian. The prompt background parameters in our charmless decay
modes are floated on data.

8.3.4

B Flavor Tagging

The purpose of the "flavor tagging" algorithm is to determine the flavor of Btag with
the highest possible efficiency ftag and lowest possible probability w of assigning a wrong
flavor to Btag This flavor tagging is achieved with the analysis of the decay products.
The majority of the neutral B mesons decay into a final state that is flavor-specific, i.e.,
only accessible from either a B 0 or a ° but not from both. An example is the semi
D*-z + vl

n,

leptonic decay B -t
or B -t (D* + z- vl ) with a branching fraction of about
5% [8 2] . The charge of the lepton unambiguously identifies the flavor of the neutral
B. The subsequent decays of D* + -t D 0 1r + and n ° -t K-x + result in a fast kaon in
the final state whose charge also uniquely defines the B flavor after it is identified with
information from the Cherenkov detector. Another example is the self-tagging decay
B 0 -t D*-1r + . This decay produces an energetic 1r + and a low-:- momentum 1r- in the
final state, and the Btag flavor can be inferred from the charges of both.
The BABAR tagging algorithm is based on a neural network and assigns each event to
one of mutually exclusive tag categories such as Lepton, Kaon, Kaon-Pion, slow-Pion, or
Other. The name of each category indicates the dominant physics processes contributing
0

0

to the flavor identification. Each category has different tagging efficiency and mis-tag
fraction and different �t resolution that can be established from the large statistics B
flavor sample (see below).
Differences in the mis-tag fractions between B and B can arise from the different
response of the detector to positively charged pions and kaons and negatively charged
. pions and kaons (because they have different total and charge-exchange cross sections).
To account for possible differences, separate mis-tag probabilities, w for B and w for ff,
are introduced. We define:
( w)
�w

=

½ (w + w) average mis-tag probability,

= ( w - w)

mis-tag probability difference.

(8. 2 0)
(8. 2 1)

With these definitions, the �t distribution (Eq. 8. 18), including flavor tagging, becomes:
f±

J- lb.tl /rBo

= --[1 =i= �w ± (1 4T o
8

2 ( w) )[S1 sin(�md �t) - CJ cos(�md �t)]] .

1 17

(8. 2 2)

Notice that when the flavor tag is unresolved (w = 0.5 ), GP violation cannot be measured.
The Figure of Merit for the performance of the tagging algorithm is the analyzing power

Q, defined as:

Q = Etag (l - 2 (w ) ) 2 .

( 8. 2 3 )

This is related to the statistical uncertainty a in the coefficients Sf and G1=
a cx

8.3.5

1
.
'1Q

( 8. 24 )

B Flavor Sample

Wrong tag probabilities in the different tagging categories and the parameters of the
time difference resolution function are measured with a sample of about 4 6, 000 fully re
constructed B0 decays, Bfl av, in hadronic flavor eigenstate modes involving D ( *) 7r /p/ a1
and J/'ljJK* (K* -+ K + 1r:- ). The decay products of BJl av = Bree indicate its flavor, the
other B in the event, Btag , is partially reconstructed and tagged by its decay products as
before. The reconstruction and selection, with respect to vertex and flavor tag, is iden
tical to the GP sample.For the neutral B system produced from Y(4S) , the probability
for obtaining a mixed B 0B 0 or iJ O iJ O, or unmixed B0Ii0 final state is a function of the

oscillation frequency !:l.md and the proper time difference !:l.t between the two B decays.

The probability density function for the mixed (- ) and unmixed (+) events, with tlre tag
being a B 0 or iJ O, is:
-l�tl / T
47
e - l�tl / T

9±,tag=BO

e
= -- [ 1+ !:l.w ± ( 1- 2 (w) ) cos (!:l. md !:l.t )]

9±,tag=IJO

=

47

[ 1- !:l.w ± ( 1- 2 (w) ) cos (!:l. md !:l. t )] ,

( 8. 25 )

with !:l.w and (w ) from Eq. 8.2 1. It is convoluted with the same time-difference resolution
function as for the GP measurement Eq. 8.19. The conformity between flavor sample
and GP sample has been established by the BABAR collaboration from data and MC
samples of fully reconstructed B iJ events.
The purity of the flavor sample is high (> 90% ) , and residual background is mostly
combinatoric in nature. The tagging efficiency summed over all tagging categories is
E ta g � 74%, and the corresponding analyzing power is Q
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=

3 0.6 ± 0.4% [ 8 2].

8.3.6

Maximum Likelihood Fit

We simultaneously fit the three GP channels ¢K2, K2 -+ 1r + 1r - ( 4 300 candidate events),
¢KL (8 2 38 candidate events), and ¢K2, K2 -+ 1r0 1r 0 ( 1 1 29 candidate events) together
with the B flavor sample (� 46,000 events) to extract the GP parameters Sf and Gf ,
where S1 flips sign in ¢KL , The probability density function P/' c for each event j is a
product of the PDFs for the separate observables. For each event hypothesis i (signal
or background) and tagging category c, we define Pf' c = Pi (m ES) · Pi( b,.E) · A (:F) ·
Pi (cos 0H) · Pi (b,.t; a�t , c), where, for the </>K2 mode, Pi (mEs) = 1 and, for the flavor
sample, Pi (:F) · Pi (cos 0H) · Pi (mKK) = l. The a�t is the error on b,.t for a given event.
.

The likelihood function for each decay chain is then

(8. 26)
where Ni , c is the yield of events of hypothesis i found by the fitter in category c (flavor
or charge), and Ne is the number of category c events in the sample. Without the GP
part, we extract the number of signal candidates from each sample: 1 30 in the combined
</>K2 channels and 98 in ¢KL ,

8.3. 7

Studies of the Likelihood Fit

In the same manner as for the branching fraction fit, we establish the reliability and
potential biases of the likelihood fit with samples from MC simulated events and events
generated from the PDFs (toy MC). This is a computing intense task and we make full
use of the computer cluster.
The samples use signal events with the expected numbers in the different decay chan
nels randomly picked from reconstructed SP6 MC. With the GP parameters unknown,
several different samples for different Sf and Gf combinations are prepared. We also
select events from samples of potential background from mis-reconstructed B 0Ii0 in the
expected amount. Continuum background is generated for each sample independently
from the PDFs and according to the expected yields. In all tests, the simulated values
are well reproduced.
For the final fit result, the procedure is repeated. We generate 1000 samples and
obtain:
SJ
GJ

mean error
0. 2 7
0. 2 3

pull mean
0.0 3 ± 0.0 3
-0.0 2 ± 0.0 3
1 19

pull width
1.0 4 ± 0.0 3
1.0 3 ± 0.0 3

We observe no significant bias, and the errors from the simulation agree with the errors
from the fit.

8.3.8

Systematic Error

The uncertainty of the fit is dominated by the statistical error.Parameters for tagging
and time difference resolution are extracted simultaneously from a large flavor data
set and only the uncertainty due to the choice of the models for the PDFs (for signal
and background ) need to be taken into account. Alternative parameterizations (e.g.,
2 instead of 3 Gaussians ) have been tested, and the variation of the GP parameters is
considered as the uncertainty. The largest uncertainty in the parameterization of the
signal yield originates from the fixed choice of the endpoint in the variable ffiES · We vary
the point within one standard deviation and refit. The shift in the values of SI and Gt

is accounted for as systematic error.Another uncertainty arises from possible neutral B
decay background, which can distort the GP asymmetry.Though expected to be small,
we vary its content within the uncertainty of the branching fractions and assume maximal
GP violation if not known. Finally, we measure the tagging parameters from a sample
of fully reconstructed B decays, and use charges of decay products to determine the
flavor of the two B mesons.When the final state originates from a b � cud transition,
we assume that this is the only amplitude. However, in some fraction of all events,
it can also originate from a doubly-CKM-suppressed b � ucd transition. Neglecting
the suppressed amplitude introduces a bias in the D..t distribution and, consequently,
in the asymmetry coefficients. We evaluate upper limits on these deviations using the
formalism described in Ref. [ 8 3 .
) The total error is obtained by summing the individual
errors in quadrature.

8.3. 9

Result

From the maximum likelihood fit we measure:
8</)Ko =

0.4 8 ± 0.27(stat) ± 0.0 6(syst) ,

( 8. 2 7 )

G</)K o

0.00 ± 0.2 3 (stat) ± 0.0 5 ( syst) .

( 8.2 8 )

The correlation among the GP parameters is less than 6%. The likelihood from the fit
to data compares well with the likelihood from the mock fits in the previous section
(which is an indication of the goodness of the fit ). We compare those values to the

12 0

measurement in the neutral B decays to charmonium final states [ 2 3] that are dominated
by tree-amplitudes and hence are close to the Standard Model value:
0.7 1 ± 0.0 3(stat) ± 0.0 2(syst) ,

(8. 29)

0.07 ± 0.0 3(stat) ± 0.0 2(syst) .

(8. 30)

The GP parameter values from the gluonic penguin modes ¢K 0 agree within one standard
deviation with the Standard Model values from the combined cc modes.
Figure 8. 16 shows the �t distributions of the B 0 -tagged and ..B0-tagged subsets to
gether with the raw asymmetry, for ¢K2 and ¢K2 events separately, with the result of
the combined time-dependent GP-asymmetry fit superimposed.
In conclusion, we do not observe a significant deviation of the GP asymmetry from
Standard Model expectation (which . would have been an indication of new particles and
forces beyond the Standard Model). If the central values are accurate, in the ¢K 0
channels alone there will be not enough statistics during the lifetime of BAB.AR (end of
2008) to arrive at a significant deviation.

8.4

Conclusion

We observe the decay B 0 --+ ¢K2, ¢ --+ K + K- , K2 --+ 1T o 1T o --+ 41' with a statistical
significance of 5.6a and measure the branching fraction of B 0 --+ ¢K0 to be

BF(B 0

--+

¢K 0 )

= (6.6�J6 (stat) ± 0.4 2(syst)) x 10- 6 •

We also measure the GP violating asymmetry in the combined B 0
The asymmetry is
Bee
Gee

=

--+

(8. 3 1)

¢K 0 final states.

0.48 ± 0. 27(stat) ± 0.06(syst) ,

(8. 3 2)

0.00 ± 0.23(stat) ± 0.0 5(syst) .

(8. 33)
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Figure 8.1 6: Plots (a) and (b) show the �t distributions of B 0 and .B0-tagged
cpK£ candidates. The solid lines refer to the fit for all events; the dashed lines
correspond to the background. Plot (c) shows the raw asymmetry. Plots (d),
( e), and (f) are the corresponding plots for cf>K2 candidates. For each final state,
a requirement is applied on the event likelihood to suppress background .
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